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HardwareDesignof the FirstHPPrecision
Architecture Computers
TheHP 3000Series930 and the HP 9000Model840 are
implementedwith commercialTTLlogic.
by DavidA. Fotland,John F. Shelton,WilliamR.Bryg, RossV. La Fetra,Siminl. Boschma,Allan S.
Yeh,and EdwardM. Jacobs
HE HP 9000 MODEL 840 and the HP 3000 Series
930 are the first technical and commercialcomputer
products,respectively,to usethe new Hewlett-Packard PrecisionArchitecture.l HP Precision Architecture combines a simplified, RISC-like instruction set with a powerful coprocessor architecture, a 64-bit virtual memory addressing system,a new high-performance I/O architecture,2
and provision for multiprocessors.
The HP 9000 Model 840 and the HP 3000 Series930 are
both based on the same processor,memory system, and
I/O system.The processorconsistsof five printed circuit
boards, each 8.4 by 11.3 inches, containing off-the-shelf
TTL logic. It uses FAST* TTL, 25-ns and 35-ns static
RAMs. and 25-ns and 35-ns PALs'". Thesefive boards include the processorpipeline, which fetchesand executes
an instruction every 125 ns, a 4096-entry translation
lookasidebuffer (TLB) for high-speedaddresstranslation,
FAST is a trademark of FairchildCamera and InstrumenlsCorporation.
PAL is a registeredtrademarkof l\,lonolithicl\remories.

and tzsK bytes of cache memory. An additional (sixth)
board contains the hardware floating-point coprocessor.
Each board contains about 150 ICs.
A 20-Mbyte/sbus called the MidBus connectsthe CPU,
main memory, high-speed I/O cards, and I/O channels.
There are six memory slots, and memory comes in twoboard BM-byte sets. This gives a maximum of z+M bytes
of memory. Memory uses 256K-bit nibble-mode dynamic
RAMs with single-bit error correction and double-bit error
detection.Thereare sevengeneral-purpose
I/O slots,which
can be used for high-speedI/O cards or I/O channels.The
I/O channelis a two-boardset.Most I/O is handled by cards
on an HP CIO bus connected to the MidBus through an VO
channel. The HP CIO bus is a 5-Mbyte/sI/O bus.
A system monitor card monitors power supply levels
and temperatureand provides front-panel functions and
system overtemperatureshutdown. An accessport card
allows remote field support accessfor diagnosis.
The differencesbetweenthe HP 9000Model 840 and the

Fig. 1. Ihe HP 9000 Modet 840
Computer ls the i/st HP Precision
Atchitecture computer for technical and reaLtimeapplications.lts
operattng system is HP-UX, HP's
versionof AT&T's UNIXSystemV
opera|ng system.
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HP 3000 Series 930 are in configurability and software.
The HP 9000 Model 840 (Fig. 1) is a technical machine.
It runs HP-UX, HP's version of AT&T's UNIX@SystemV
operating system with real-time extensions.3The Model
840 is a single-bay,one-meter-highsystem.Its inpuUoutput
system has one HP CIO channel, and up to 12 CIO cards.
Terminal I/O is done using a six-port multiplexer card,
limiting the number of terminalsto sixty. 8M bytesof memory is siandard.
The HP 3000 Series930 (Fig. 2) is a businessmachine.
It runs MPE XL,4 a new version of HP's proprietary MPE
operating system,and provides compatibility for existing
HP 3000customers.The Series930 hastwo one-meter-high
bays to provide more I/O capacity. It has three CIO channels, and 16M bytes of memory is standard.The second
bay contains two CIO busesand up to two HP 2345A Distributed Terminal Controllers.sTerminal I/O for MPE XL
is done using an IEEE802.2local areanetwork and the HP
2345As,each of which can handle up to 48 terminals and
can be located near a work group using a LAN cable.
History of the Proiect
Developmentof HP Precision Architecture beganat HP
Laboratoriesin early 1982. The processorinstruction set
and virtual memory systemwere well-defined by the end
of 1982. The TTL implementation project began in April
1983.
The project's goals were low factory cost, good performance, and very fast design time, since this was to be the
software development machine for the HP Precision program. We used internal HP designtools for schematiccapUNIXis a registeredtrademarkof AT&T.

ture and timing analysis,and FTL, a simulator developed
at Amdahl Corporation, for gate level simulation of the
entire system.We did not build wirewrap breadboards,but
went straight to printed circuit boards.
Simulation of the processorstarted in the fall of 1983,
and we had working processorsby early 1984.A complete
processorwith cache,TLB, and main memory was delivered to the softwaredevelopersin |uly 1984.This version
of the machine did not have an iiO channei or a hardware
floating-point coprocessorsince the architectures for these
units were not complete.I/O was done with a parallel interfaceto an HP 9000 Series200 Computer.
This machine was sufficient for software development,
and we built 36 of them over the next five months. This
version used bench power supplies and had a very small
cabinet. It ran at 30 MHz, rather than the 32 MHz of the
final machine. Over the next six months the final cabinet.
power system,and systemmonitor were designedand the
VO channel was completed.
In January1985 we put togetherour first lab prototype
system.This systemlooked very much like the final product. It had working VO channels,up to 24M bytes of memory, and a full-speed processor.BetweenJanuaryand Septemberwe built almost200 for use assoftwaredevelopment
machines.This machine had only 32K bytesof cachememory and a 1024-entryTLB. It could executeabout3.5million
instructions per second (MIPS).
Enhancements were added for higher performance and
better manufacturabilityduring 1.985.Newer, denserstatic
RAMs were available, so we quadrupled the size of the
cachesand TLBs. Some other minor changeswere made
to eliminate bottlenecksin the processorand the final performancerating is 4.5 MIPS. We also completedthe design

Fig. 2. The HP 3000 Serles 930
Computer ls the flrst HP Precision
Architecture computer for commerc ial appl ic atlons./ts ope rating
system is HP's proprietary MPE
XL,
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of the floating-point coprocessor,and started building fullfunctionality production prototypes in May 1986. The first
production Series 840 was shipped in November 1986.

CPU Design
The simplicity of HP Precision Architecture allowed the
entire CPU and floating-point coprocessor to be implemented on six medium-size boards, even though it was
desigrredusing mostly MSI TTL, a technology with a fairly
low level of integration. These six boards and the six major
busesinternal to the CPU are organized asshown in Fig. 3.
lnstruction Unit
The I-unit (instruction unit) controls the flow of instructions. It executes branch instructions and handles traps
and interrupts. The l-unit also createsand distributes the
system clocks that keep all of the elements of the processor
synchronized. Instruction execution begins when the I-unit
creates the address of the instruction to be executed and
sends this address to the l-cache. which contains the instructions to be executed.The I-cache sendsthe instruction
back on the M (next instruction) bus, which is distributed
to all of the processor boards.
Instruction decoding is decentralized, with each board
decoding only as much of the instruction as is necessary
for that board to do its job.
Register File Board
The register file board supplies the operands (the values
to be operated on) for the instruction. It maintains thirtytwo general registers.Each register is thirty-two bits wide.
In addition, the register file maintains copies of the twentyfive control registers specified by HP Precision Architecture.
In many computer architectures, operands can be stored

in memory. In HP Precision Architecture, all operands are
stored in the general registers or encoded in the instructions. The only instructions that access data memory are
load instructions and store instructions. The addressesfor
the load and store instructions are created from values in
the general registers and from values encoded in the instructions.
The register file board drives the register values out to
the rest of the CPU on the X (index) and B (base)buses.
Sometimes in a pipelined implementation like the Model
84O/Series930 processor, a result being created by one
instruction or data being loaded from memory is needed
immediately by the following instruction before there is
time to store the result or the data into a general register.
The register file board recognizes these cases and routes
the data around the general registersto the instruction that
needsit.
Execution Unit
The E-unit (execution unit) performs arithmetic calculations on the operands. It executesthe arithmetic instructions and createsthe addressesfor load and store instructions. It contains a 32-bit ALU (arithmetic logic unit) for
arithmetic and logical calculations, a barrel shifter for shift
instructions, and complex mask/mergecircuitry for extracting and depositing bit strings. It also contains a preshifter
on one input to the ALU. This is used in address calculations and for special instructions used in software multiply
routines (the Model 84O/Series930 does not execute multiply instructions directly in hardware.J
The E-unit sends its result back to the register file over
the R (result) bus. If the instruction is a load or store instruction, then the address is sent to the cache controller and
TLB boards on the CADR (cache address) bus. The E-unit
also createsa condition code based on its result. That condition code is sent to the I-unit to be used for conditional

lnstruction

Fig.3. Block diagram of the CPU
for the HP 9000 Model 840 and
HP 3000 Serles 930 Computers.
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branches and conditional skips.
TLB, Cache, and Coprocessor
The TLB (translation lookaside buffer) controls the access
to virtual memory. HP Precision Architecture provides a
very large global address space. Addresses in the Model
84O/Series930 processor are 48 bits long. The architecture
will support up to 64-bit addresses.This huge address
space increases performance by making memory management easier in both software and hardware. However, it
would be impossibleto support that much physical memory, so it's necessaryto translate the large virtual addresses
into smaller physical addresses.
The TLB performs this translation from the virtual memory address (the address that the processor sees) to the
physical memory address (the address that the memory
system sees).It also keeps track of protection information
(i.e., which user is allowed to accesswhich portions of
virtual memory).
The large global virtual address space specified by the
architecture allows effective use of a TLB with many entries. The Model 84O/Series930 TLB has entries for 4096
pages of virtual memory. Each page contains 2K bytes of
code or data. This is an enormous number of entries compared to other computers, and makes the performance penalty for the virtual-to-physical translation very small (the
penalty comes from the processing necessary when the
TLB does not contain an entry for the virtual memory page
that the processor is trying to access.)
The cache controller manages two high-speed cache
memories,one for code and one for data.In other architectures, caches,if they are used, are forced to be transparent,
that is. invisible to the software. HP Precision Architecture
allows explicit software managementof the caches,thereby
making it possible to separatethe code and data caches,
doubling the available bandwidth between the cachesand
the rest of the processor.
The floating-point coprocessor works in parallel with
the main processor to do floating-point calculations. This
allows the processorto continue processingduring the several cycles that it may take for the floating-point coprocessor to complete the execution of a floating-point instruction.
Architectural lmpact
Becausethe architecture is simple and regular, it allows
for a nonmicrocodedimplementationsuch asthis one.This
means that the implementation is a fairly straightforward
interpretation of the architecture, and architectural features
have a large impact on the processor organization.
For example, all instructions are exactly 32 bits in length.
Most instructions use one or two general registers as
operands,and the registeraddressesof these operandsare
always encodedin the sameplace in the 32-bit instruction.
This means that prefetching of the instruction and its
operandscan be done without regard to the decoding of the
instruction or to the execution of the previous instruction.
As the instruction comes out of the cache and is distributed to the processorboards,the registerfile boardreceives
the instruction from the M (next instruction) bus. The register file board immediately prefetches from the register

file the two operands necessaryfor the instruction, so that
at the beginning of the next cycle, when the rest of the
processor is prepared to execute the instruction, the
operands have already been obtained and are ready to be
driven out to the rest of the processoron the X and B buses.
Becauseof the simplicity of the instruction encoding, it
was very efficient to distribute the instruction decoding
among all of the processorboards, with each board decoding only the piece of the instruction that applies to that
board. Each board, then, receives the instruction from the
NI bus as it comes out of the cache and preparesto execute
it during the following cycle.
Becausethe architecture relies so heavily on register values for operands,the registerfile is central to the instruction
flow. Each instruction begins with the prefetching of the
instruction from the cache and the prefetching of the
operands from the register file. From here, the operands
fan out to the restof the processor,which consistsof several
short, parallel data paths.
This, again, is a result of the architecture, which heavily
emphasizes these short, parallel data paths as a means of
increasing performance.The E-unit, for example, has a barrel shifter combined with sophisticated mask/merge circuitry for bit manipulation. It also contains a 32-bit ALU.
The results from these two pieces of circuitry are never
neededin the sameinstruction, allowing them to be placed
in parallel so that neither one will impact the speed of the
instructions that use the other.
The I-unit can calculate branch target addressesin parallel with E-unit calculations, which allows for instructions
that calculate an arithmetic result and conditionally branch
basedon that result, all in one cycle. This makespossible
very efficient loops and range checking in the code.
Another example of the parallelism encouraged by the
architecture can be found in the cache and TLB. Because
the architecture does not permit one physical address to
be referenced by more than one virtual address,the cache
and TLB accessescan be done in parallel.At the sametime
that the TLB is performing the translation from virtual to
physical address,the cacheis obtaining the data (or code),
and reading a tag that indicates which physical address
that data belongs to. When the TLB has completed the
translation, the physical addressis sent to the cacheover
the PPN (physical page number) bus, and compared to the
physical address that the cache has read from its tags to
determine whether this data is really the data that is
needed. In most architectures,these two processesmust
be done serially, resulting in a much longer cache access
time.
Processor Pipeline
The processoris pipelined. This means that severalinstructions are in various stages of execution at any one
time. Whereas this implementation technique must be
made transparent in most architectures,it is supported,
and in fact encouraged,by HP PrecisionArchitecture.
The pipeline has three stages,as shown in Fig. 4. Each
stagetakes125 ns, and is subdivided into two minor stages.
The first stage is referred to as the fetch stage.During the
first half of this cycle the addressof the instruction is sent
to the instruction cache from the I-unit. During the second
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half, the instructionis returned and distributed, instruction
decoding is begun, and the register operands are read out
of the register file.
The second stageis referred to as the execute stage.It is
during the first half of this stagethat the arithmetic result
is calculated if this is an arithmetic instruction, or the data
address is calculated if this instruction is a load or store
instruction. If this is a branch instruction, the branch target
addressis also calculated during the first half of this stage.
For arithmetic instructions and for conditional branch instruction, the condition is calculated during the second
half of this cycle. For loads and stores, the second half of
the cycle is used to drive the data address to the cache
controller and the TLB.
Notice that if the instruction is a branch instruction,
because of the pipeline the following instruction is being
fetched while the branch target is being calculated. In most
architectures, this would result in an instruction being
fetched that was not going to be executed,and would result
in a wasted cycle with every branch. In HP Precision Architecture, branches are delayed by one instruction. In
other words, one additional instruction is executed after
the branch instruction before the branch target is reached.
This is an example of how the architecture supports
pipelined implementations, resulting in a performance improvement over traditional architectures.
The third pipeline stage is referred to as the load/store
stage. During this stage, load data is returned from the
cache, or stored data is written to the cache. It is during
the first half of this stagethat the E-unit result is actually
written into the register file, and during the first half of
the following cycle that the load data is written into the
register file. Notice that the register file is only written
during the first half of any cycle. This is because during
the secondhalf cycle it is necessaryto read from the register
file the operands being used by the instruction that is currently in its fetch stage.

Cache and TLB Design
The cache and TLB (translation lookaside buffer) speed
up memory accessesby keeping recently accesseddata and
virtual address translations in local high-speed memory.
They are designed to give the best performance without

increasing the CPU's basic cycle time. They take advantage
of the architecture, which allows a simple design, and they
are pipelined to get increasedbandwidth without increased
hardware.
The cache is a high-speed memory that shortens typical
main memory accesstimes by keeping copies of the most
recently accesseddata.The cacheis divided into a 64K-byte
instruction cacheand a 64K-byte data cache,each of which
is divided into 4096 16-byte blocks. Each block has an
addresstag that specifies the block of memory from which
it came. When the processoraccessesdata or instructions,
the block is copied from main memory into the instruction
or data cache, as appropriate. All further references use
the copy in the cache, until the cache block is needed for
a different block from memory. At that point, the block
that is removed is written back to memory only if it has
been modified by the processor.
Similarly, the TLB speedsup virtual addresstranslations
by acting as a cache for recent translations. Both virtual
memory and physical memory are divided into pages of
2K bytes, and each TLB entry maps a virtual page number
to a physical page number. Each virtual address is made
up of a virtual part (i.e., the virtual page number) and a
physical part (i.e., the offset within the page). The TLB
translates the virtual page number to get a physical page
number. This is concatenatedwith the page offset to generate the physical address.
To allow the implementation of large,high-speedcaches,
HP Precision Architecture disallows addressaliasing, that
is, the capability of having two different virtual addresses
pointing to the same physical location. This allows the
Model 840/Seriesg30 processorto accessthe cache and
TLB in parallel, without the problems and constraints this
has had in other architectures.Thus, the accesstime is the
worst of the TLB and cache accesstimes, rather than the
sum of them (seeFig. 5).
TLB Operation
The virtual memory space is divided into virtual pages
oI 2O4Bbytes each. A data structure in main memory called
the page table keeps information about each virtual page
that is currently in use (i.e., a copy of that page exists in
the physical memoryJ. This table has one entry for each
virtual page, and contains information on the protection

Instruction
A

lnstruction
A+1

Instruction
A+2

F79.4. CPU pipeline
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of that page (which users are allowed what kind of access
to the page) and the physical page number of that page
(where the page exists in physical memory).
The TLB acts as a cache for this information. fust as the
instruction and data caches keep copies of recently accessed memory locations, the TLB keeps copies of the information for recently accessed pages. The Model 840/
Series 930 TLB has entries for 4096 pages,2048 for code
and 2o4B for data.
With each memory access(both instruction fetches and
data loads and stores),the TLB checks the protection information for that page and the physical addressof that page.
It sendsthe physical addressto the cache,so that the cache
can check to see if the word being accessedis contained
in the cache. If the protection information indicates that
the user is not allowed the kind of accessbeing attempted,
the TLB signals the register file board to back out of the
instruction and signals the I-unit to raise a trap.
TLB miss handling is done in software on the Model
B40/Series930. This means that if none of the entries in
the TLB correspondsto the virtual addressbeing accessed,
a trap is raised. Software must then get the information
about that pagefrom the pagetable, place it in a TLB entry,
and reexecute the instruction.
The TLB is pipelined so that it can perform both an
instruction address translation and a data address translation each cycle. The first half of every cycle, it reads the
tag and translation out of the TLB for the instruction being
fetched (seeFig. 6). During the secondhalf of the cycle, it
checks the tag for a match (also known as a hit) and performs a protection check.
Also during the second half of each cycle, the tag and
translation are read out of the TLB for any memory access
instruction currently in the execute phase.This is checked
for a match and protection during the following half cycle,
that is, the first half cycle of that instruction's load/store
phase. Thus, each half cycle the TLB starts a new translation, which will be completed one cycle later.
The TLB is a direct mapped TLB. It has 2048 entries for
instructions and 2048 entries for data, Direct mapped

TLB
Hit

Traps

means that each virtual page translation can exist in only
one entry of the TLB, and if a program accessesanother
page that maps to the same entry, the first one is replaced.
Although direct mapped TLBs (and cachesJhave greater
miss rates than set-associativeTLBs of the same size, the
direct mapped TLB minimizes cycle time, which has a
greater impact on performance.
The TLB is addressedby the I LSBs of the virtual page
number hashedwith the 11 LSBs of the spaceID to create
an 11-bit index. The hash takesthe two LSBs of the space
ID, then flips the next I bits of the space ID around and
exclusive-ORsthem with the 9 LSBs of the virtual page
number. In addition, one addressbit selectsinstruction or
data,sincethe TLB is split for instruction and dataaccesses,
although these use the same hardware. The address hash
reducesthe likelihood of a program'sheavily using a single
TLB entry for two different pages. In addition, the large
size of the TLB greatly reduces overall miss rates.
In addition to the physical pagenumber of the pagetranslated and a virtual tag to identify the corresponding virtual
page, each TLB entry has extra information to implement
the HP Precision protection scheme.This includes an accessrights field, an accessID, and severalstatusbits. The
accessrights field specifieshow the pagecan be used (e.g.,
read only, read/execute,etc.) and the necessaryprivilege
level to use it. The accessID is a key that must match one
of the four protection IDs (in control registers) that processescan have, in addition to the accessrights check.The
status bits include an entry valid bit, a dirty bit, two different break-on-accessbits, and an I/O bit which marks
whether the page correspondsto an I/O module.
Since TLBs do not contain the translationsfor all pages
in memory simultaneously,they occasionallydo not have
the desiredtranslation and a miss occurs.The instruction
cannot complete without the translation, so the TLB causes
a trap. This causesthe current processor state to be saved
in control registers,and execution continues in the software
TLB miss handler. If the page is actually in memory, the
handler will insert the needed TLB entry and retry the
offending instruction. If the desired page is not in memory

Fig. 5. CachelTLBblock diagram.
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(i.e., on disc), the handler will invoke the pagefault handler. Becausethe instruction is restarted after a TLB miss.
a TLB must be able to contain two arbitrary translations to
be able to complete any instruction, one to fetch the instruction and one to accessdata requestedby the instruction (if
load or store).If it cannot, there are caseswhere the program
will get stuck first replacing the entry for fetch, then for
data, and back again.Hence the TLB is split, half for instructions and half for data, to guaranteeforward progress.
One side effect of the very large HP Precision address
space,256 terabytes(248bytes)in this case,is that all processesexecute in the same unified address space. This
allows different processes(or programsl to share code or
data more simply, since the addressesare the same. Also,
since there is only one addressspace(as opposedto separate address spacesfor each user), the operating system
does not have to flush all entries out of the TLB whenever
it switches processes.This cuts down on the number of
TLB misses.
Gache Operation
The cachetags and control, like the TLB, are pipelined.
At the same time the TLB entry is read, the cache tags are
read, and the cachetag comparison is performed when the
TLB tag comparison and protection check are performed,
both for instructions and for data. However, the data RAMs
(for both the instruction and the data caches) are not
pipelined. Instead,the dataRAMs for the instruction cache
and the data cache are implemented using separateRAMs
so that the accesscan span an entire cycle. This allows the
use of larger, slower RAMs for the data, without affecting
the cycle time. Otherwise, the cycle time would have to
be Iong enough to allow reading the slower data RAM in
a half cycle.
Like the TLB, the instruction cache and data cache are
both direct mapped to minimize cycle time. They are as
large as possible with current high-speed RAMs, thus keeping down miss rates. In addition, there are several features
that allow the processor to keep running even though the
cacheis servicing a miss.
In the case of a data cache miss, the cache allows the
processorto continue running until either the processor
needs the data (from a loadJ or the processor executes
another cache access.The first case is called a load/use
Cycle N
First
Halt

Second
Half

Cycle N + 1
First
Halt

Second
Half

interlock, and occurs when the cache receives a load instruction for a particular register, and before the cache can
supply the data, it receives another instruction that uses
that target register. This is detected by comparing the load
target for any load instruction in progresswith the register
fields of instructions being fetched, and causing the processor to freeze if there is a match. As soon as the data is
returned to the processor,the interlock goes away and the
processorcan continue.
When there is a cache miss, the cache receives the data
from main memory in a 4-word block, one word per cycle.
To speed things up, as soon as the cache receives the requested data, it passesit through to the processor while it
is also putting it into the cache. This allows execution to
continue, even though the cache might still be servicing
the miss.
When there is an instruction cache miss, the cache
freezesthe processorimmediately, since it needs the instruction to continue, However, as soon as it receives the
requested instruction from memory, it passesthe instruction and the following instructions through to the processor
to allow it to continue. The processor continues receiving
the instructions straight from memory until either the end
of the block is reached or the processor executes a taken
branch. At the end of the block, the processor goes back
to getting its instructions normally, from the cache. If the
processorbranches, the cache will freeze the processor
until it finishes servicing the miss, then allow execution
to continue. These optimizations improve performance by
reducing the average cache miss penalty. Cache performance is measured by measuring the total miss penalty,
which is the product of the miss rate and the penalty for
each miss. The miss rate is minimized by making the cache
as large as possible. The miss penalty is minimized by
allowing the processorto executewheneverpossible,even
during cachemiss servicing.
HP Precision Architecture allows a somewhat simpler
cachethan would otherwise have been possible,by putting
the burden on software to keep the instruction and data
caches consistent with each other and with any VO being
performed. The architecture provides cache flush and
purge instructions, which software can use to guarantee
that the copy in memory is up to date. Thus, the hardware
does not have to check for a program modifying instruc-

Cycle N + 2

Cycle N + 3

First
Hall

Instruction
A

Inslruction
A+1

Instruction
A+2

Fig. 6. ItB pipeline.
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tions, or whether DMA is accessingdata that is currently
in the cache.

Performance
Since this machine was the first HP PrecisionArchitecture machine, we thought that it should be instrumented
for hardware performance measurements.Thus the analysis interfacecard was born. This card is a coprocessor,and
it has two functions. First, it depipes the instructions and
presentsthe datato a frontplane interface to a logic analyzer.
It can show three 32-bit busesand some control signalsto
the analyzer.The three busescan be chosento show the
instruction address,instruction, either sourceregister,the
ALU result, the load/storeaddress,or the load/storedata.
Control signals indicate whether the instruction was executed or nullified, or if a takenbranch or a trap occurred.
The analysis interface card and a disassembler for the
HP 64000Logic DevelopmentSystemwere usedextensively
for both hardware and software debugging. The interface
card was also used to take instruction traces for running
performancesimulationsfor other machineorganizations.
The other function of the analyzer card is to collect performance statistics.It contains five 32-bit counters.Three
of the counterscan eachcount one of 32 predefinedevents.
The other two counters form a pair, only one of which is
readableby the processor.This pair of counterscan count
one of the 32 events in four ways: simple counting (like
the other threeJ,maximum duration of the event, number
of times the event duration exceedsa threshold. or event
occurrencesmasked by a one-zero-don'tcare comparator
on one of the CPU buses.For example,the data cachemiss
rate can be measured by having one counter count data
and anothercount data cachemisses.These
cacheaccesses
statisticshelped confirm the results of the cacheand TLB
simulations that were used to make trade-offs when the
machine was being designed.
Eventsthat can be counted are:
I Cycles
I Fetched instructions
r Executedinstructions
I Loads
I Stores
r Branchestaken
I Branchesnot taken
r Branches nullifying next instruction
r Arithmetic operations nullifying next instruction
r All architecturalnullified instructions
r All nullified instructions
I External interrupts
r Traps
r Instruction cachemisses
r Data cachemisses
I Dirty data cache misses
I Instruction cache accesses
r Data cache accesses
I Instruction TLB misses
I Data TLB misses
I Instruction TLB accesses
r Data TLB accesses
r I/O accesses

r
I
I
r
r
r
r
I

Load/use interlocks
Cachewait cycles
Coprocessorwait cycles
Interlock and wait cycles
Time spent at privilegelevel 0, 7,2, or 3
Time spent with interrupts off
Time spent in virtual code space
One write port interlocks,

MIPS Galculations
A frequently used measureof raw CPU power is millions
of instructions per second, or MIPS. The MIPS rating of a
computer is calculated as one over the cycle time times
the cycles per instruction:

MIPS:------i---.---

cycle time (ps) x CPI

MIPS ratings are a good measure of performance when
comparing machines with the samecomputer architecture,
but can be misleading when comparing different architectures, since one architecture may take fewer instructions
to complete the job than another. The best way to compare
machinesis to run the sameapplication on both machines.
Even on machines with the same architecture, the MIPS
rating is calculated using a standard instruction mix or
measuredwhen running a standardjobstream.If the application differs from the standard then the MIPS rating might
not be a good predictor of performance when running the
application. The instantaneousMIPS rate of a computer is
quite variable, as can be seen from Fig. 7, so any MIPS
number quoted is only a long-term average. MIPS rates
vary with the job executed and with time. MIPS ratings
also have the drawback of not taking into account operating
system efficiency, compiler efficiency, or I/O system efficiency. Therefore,MIPS is not a good metric for predicting
applications performance on systems running different
operating systems.
Cycles per instruction, or CPI, is the key measurement
of how well a CPU uses its available power. Ideally, one
instruction per cycle will be executed,so the CPI will be
one. Calculating the CPI is straightforward: sum up the
product of the penaltiesand their frequency,and add one:
CPI:1+

>PiFi

There are two ways of minimizing the CPI: reduce the
penalty (Pt) or reduce the frequency (Fj.
Model840 MIPS
For the HP 9000 Model 840 and HP 3000 Series 930
Computers,the cycle time is 125 ns. If there were no penalties, all instructions would take one cycle (CPI : 1), so
the maximum possible performanceis B MIPS.
The measuredMIPS rate for the Model 840 varies from
about 3.5 to B MIPS with an averageof 4.5 to 5. (Fig. 7
shows measuredperformanceduring typical operation,)
The MIPS rating for the Model 840 can be calculated
using the statistics gatheredwith the analysis interface card
describedabove.First, there arenullified instructions.This
happens when the compiler can't schedule a branch, and
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when an arithmetic instruction skips on a condition. About
7o/oof all instructions Ere branches specifying nullify.
About 2% of instructions are conditional skips that are
taken. The load/use interlock happens when a load instruction is followed by an instruction that uses the data returned. About 14% of the instructions have this interlock.
As the optimizing compiler improves, these numbers
should go down. The Model 840 has an interlock that most
HP Precision Architecture machines won't have: the one
write port interlock. Since the load instruction result comes
back one cycle after the load is executed, the architecture
expects the register files to be able to write two results ai
the sametime, one from the load instruction, and one from
the ALU. The Model 840/Seriesg30 register file is built
from static RAMs and can only store one result at a time.
If a loaCinstruction is followed by an instruction that stores
a result, there will be a one-cycleinterlock. This happens
on about 8% of instructions.
Every instruction has the possibility of missing the Icache.Nullified instructions are fetched, so they can miss
the I-cachealso. The I-cachemiss rate is about 3% and the
miss penalty is 5 to B cycles with an average of about 7.
The contribution to the CPI can be calculatedby multiplying the miss rate (0.03) times the penalty (7) times the
frequency of access(1.09).The frequency of accessis 1.09
becausefor everyone accessper executedinstruction,there
is 0.09access(9%)becauseof nullified and skipped instructions. This makes the CPI contribution 0.23 (see "Cache
Performance,"below). Every instruction can also miss the
I-TLB. TLB missescausea trap and arehandled in software.
This software is not doing any useful work so it is not
counted as instructions executedfor calculatingMIPS.The
miss handler is about 40 instructions and takesan average
of about 70 cycles. The I-TLB miss rate is about 0.05%,so
the CPI contribution is about 0.04 (0.0005times 70.) Load
and storeinstructions can miss the D-cacheand the D-TLB.
Loads are about 25% of the instruction mix and stores are

100
Time (Seconds)
HP 9000/840M|PS
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about 15%. A D-cache miss can cost anywhere from 1 to
15 cycles with an average of about 8. The D-cache miss
rate is about 3%, The D-TLB miss rate is about 0.1%. The
D-cachecontribution to the CPI is about 0.1. and the D-TLB
contribution is about 0.03.There is also a CPI contribution
from flushing the cache for I/O. This is another function
that most machines do in hardware, so it should not be
counted in the instructions executed. The contribution to
the CPI is about 0.04. The CPI is therefore:
Basicinstruction
1.00
Nullify
0.09
Load/use
0.14
Onewrite port
0.08
I-cachemiss
o.23
I-TLB miss
0.04
D-cachemiss
0.10
D-TLBmiss
0.03
I/O cacheflush
0.04
TotalCPI

7.75

This gives 4.57 MIPS as the calculated performance.
Cache Performance
Looking at the numbers in the preceding section, we can
easily seethat the cacheis the major contributor to the CpI
on this machine.
The function of a cache is to make the memory look
fasterby rememberingrecentmemory accesses
in the hope
that they will be used again.Most programshave somesort
of locality, that is, memory referencesin the recent past
are likely to be used again in the near future. If this were
not true, the cachewould not work.
Cachesnormally take some amount of time, usually one
cycle, to fetch data. This is how high performance is
achieved;memory normally takesmore than one cycle. Of
concern are the less frequent caseswhen the cache takes
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Fig. 7. HP 90O0Model 840 measured performance in millions ot
instructionsper second (MIPS)
during a typical operating period
of 200 seconds.

more than one cycle to return the neededdata.An example
of this is when a piece of data is used for the first time. It
cannot be in the cache,and must be fetched from memory.
It is these less frequent casesthat determine cache (and
processor)performance.
The largest,and frequently only, penalty associatedwith
cachesis the miss penalty. It is the time the cache requires
to get information (data or instructions) from memory. The
cache needs to start a memory transaction, get the data
back, and save it. All this time is counted as the miss
penalty.
Effects of Separate Caches
The processoris capableof fetching an instruction every
machine cycle, and some of these cycles, about 40%, also
require a data cache reference. To prevent a large CPI increase(about0.4),it is necessaryto use the instruction and
data cachesduring the same cycle. If the cachesare combined (instruction and data cacheare the same),the cache
must be accessedtwice per cycle. This becomesdifficult
to do with large caches,becausethe RAMs are just not fast
enough. Splitting the cacheinto an instruction cacheand
a data cache allows both cachesto be used in the same
cycle without making them faster.
To prevent thrashing (excessivecachemissing), a combined cache should also be at least two-way (two-set)associative. However, multiway associativity also slows
down the cache,making it more difficult to build. Splitting
the cache also eliminates this problem.
The decisionto have separateinstruction and datacaches
allowed us to use a large cache; a 128K-byte combined
cache would have been difficult and expensiveto build.
The split cachedoeshave a slightly lower hit rate than the
combined cache,but this presentedless of a problem than
alternative cache organizations.
The cacheis direct mapped,which meansthat eachvirtual addresshas exactly one place it can go in the cache.
This is also known as a one-wayassociativecache.In twoway or four-way associativecaches,a singlevirtual address
can go in two or four placesin the cache.Any number of
ways can be built, but the expenseis great, so normally,
two-way or four-way associativityis used. Since each virtual address can go in more than one spot, there is less
likely to be a conflict between two addresses.Thus the
miss rate of the cache is lower. Simulations of the Model
840/Series930 cache show that the miss rate would be
about 40% lower if a four-way associativecachehad been
used. But this would have cost nearly four times as much
in hardware, and would have required an increasein the
cycle time of the machine, since the cache accesstakes
longer when the cache must determine which way (set)
containsthe data.The benefitsdid not seemcommensurate
with the cost.
Write-Through versus Write-To
When the processorwrites to the cache,the cache can
do the write to memory at once (a write-through cache), or
it can save the data and do the write to memory later (a
write-to cache).The write-through cachehas the benefit of
always having a correct copy of the datain memory, something nice for I/O. A write-to cache reduces the bus traffic

considerably,since only a small number of writes generate
a bus transaction.
Keeping the memory up to date is a problem that HP
Precision Architecture leaves to software. That removes
most of the addtional complexity normally associatedwith
the hardware on a write-to cache. and made the choice of
a write-to cache clear.
Cachesare something that software has traditionally not
been able to control. But HP Precision Architecture provides explicit instructions for the software to maintain the
caches.These are the purge and flush instructions, and all
their variations. A purge removes the information from the
cache without saving anything. A flush does the same,
except that it writes the contents back into memory (for a
write-to cache)before destroying it. The instructions come
in two flavors, one for the instruction cache and one for
the data cache.There is no purge instruction cacheinstruction, since a program can never write to (change) the instruction cache.
Why does this make a difference for performance? The
explicit purge and flush instructions take time to execute.
Traditionally this time has not been required. But the
hardwarecomplexity is significantly less,and thereforewe
can build fastercaches.Although it is difficult to measure,
we believe that the cost of the explicit instructions is less
than the performancegain from the simplicity of the design.
Memory transactionsin the Model 840/Series930processor occur on the MidBus, and are 16-byte (4-word) reads
and writes, named READ16
and WRffet6.After a cachemiss.
the bus statesare:
READ16
WBITE16
(cache miss)
(cachemiss)
Address
Address
DeadCycle
DeadCycle
Tristate
Data 0
Data 0
Data1
Data 1
Data2
Data 2
Data3
Data 3
Tristate
Tristate

The basic bus cycle is the same as the processor's,L25
ns. Two things are key: the latency and the data rate. The
latency is how long it takes to get the first word of data
back (time from addressto first data).The data rate is how
fast the data comesback once it startsgoing. If the latency
is high, the miss penalty will be high. It may be best to
load more data in that case.If the data rate is the same as
the instruction rate, bypassingthe instruction cache can
make a lot of sense.In general,the latency is largely determined by the bus and the memory (dynamic RAMsJ used.
It is hard to reduce. The data rate is also determined by
the bus, but it is easily controlled by adjusting the bus
width and cycle time.
Effects of Bypassing
Cacheline bypassingis the conceptof using the instructions or data as they are loaded into the cache,rather than
waiting for the cachemiss to finish. This reducesthe penalty of the cache miss, but it has a few problems, too. In
the Model 840/Series930 processor,about three-quarters
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of the instruction cache misses occur on the first word of
a line, and the rest are evenly distributed among the other
three words. The instruction cache penalty on the Model
840/Series930 processoris 9 cycles with no bypassing,but
is from 5 to B cycles if bypassing is used. The effective
miss penalty is calculatedby summing 75o/ooI 5, B% of 6,
s"/" of z, and s% of a. This comesout to 5.72,much better
than 9.
When actually measured, the effective miss penalty is
5.35, close to the calculatedvalue. Comparingthese numbers (still incomplete) at this point gives a CPI contribution
of o.t6 with bypassing,and 0.27 without bypassing.These
numbers were calculated by multiplying the I-cache miss
rate (assumed 3%) by the respective miss penalties,
Some other things must be considered. If the processor
is not executing the instructions in the same order and at
the same speed as they are coming into the cache, the
analysis breaks down. The Model 84O/Series930 processor
is capable of doing this, but there are two important exceptions: a processorfreezeand a taken branch. If the processor
freezesfor any reasonother than the instruction cachemiss,
the instructions coming from memory iile now too early
for the processor. In the caseof a branch that is taken, the
instructions coming from memory simply are not the
proper instructions. In both cases,the processoris refrozen
and the instructions from memory are ignored. However,
this is what happens anyway; there is no additional penalty
for bypassing.On the Model 840/Series930 processor,this
refreezeadds 1.90 cyclesto the effectivel-cachemiss penalty. This brings the total miss penalty Io 7.25. Recalculating the CPI,a bypassedI-cacheadds 0.22,while no bypassing adds O.27.The processorperformancegain by using
bypassing is 0.05 CPI multiplied by 8 raw MIPS, or 0.40
MIPS, about a 10% gain.
Bypassing is also done on the data cache. Here it is not
nearly so important. Since the cache can only handle one
cache operation at a time and the cache operation is not
finished until the miss has been handled, bypassing only
works for one accessper line. The CPI contributions,calculated in a similar way as above (but more complicated) are
0.10 for bypassingversus0.13 for no bypassing.Bypassing
is done on the data cache simply because it was easy to
implement. The logic existed for the instruction cache
{where it makes a larger difference), and was easy to multiplex between the two caches,
The following table summarizes the bypass and nobypassperformancecalculations.
no
bypass

I-cache

(CPD
o.27

D-cache

0.13

bypass

(CPD
o.22
0,10

difference
(CPD (MIPS)
0.05
0.40
0.03
0.24

Bypassing has one other problem. If the bus supports
retries (a third party requests that the current bus transaction be ignored and tried again), the retry must be known
before the first data word is used. Normally this means
that the retry signal must be present with or before the first
data word. Becauseof control complexity, the retry signal
must be present on the MidBus one cycle before the first
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dataword in the Model 84O/Series
930 processor.
Gritical Word First, Llne Slze,and CacheSlze
Critical word first is an ideathat only makessensewith
cache line bypassing. It is the idea of reananging the data
on the transaction so that the needed word comesfirst, and
the rest come later. For example,if the secondword (word 1)
is needed first, the memory would return the data in this
order: word 1, word 2, word 3, then word o. Taking a look
back at the miss penalty for the instruction cache (5.35),
we can see that this doesn't make a lot of sense.A miss
penalty of 5 is the best we could do. Critical word first also
potentially introduces a penalty on the 32-byte memory
transactions, a discussion of which is beyond the scope of
this paper. The Model 84O/Series930 cache and memory
do not support critical word first.
Caches load one line at a time from memory. How big
should this line be? Typically, the larger the line size, the
more efficiently it can be loaded from memory. But with
large lines, it is more likely that words will be loaded that
will never be used. Since the instruction cache is normally
used in a regular way, it benefits more from a large line
size than the data cache. The Model 840/Series930 processor usesa line size of 16 bytes (4 wordsJ for both the instruction and the data caches.A line size of eight words would
have been better for the instruction cache,but would have
been difficult to implement since the Model 840/Series930
has combined, pipelined cache tags.
Determining how big to build a cache is sometimes difficult. The larger the cache, the lower the miss rate will
be, as long as you stay in the same global address space.
Some processorsdo not have a single address space large
enough to handle multiprocessing. Operating systems can
get around this problem by flushing the TLB on process
switches. Sometimesit is necessaryto flush the cache,too.
If the processor must flush the cache on a process switch,
there comes a point where building larger cachesmay not
help, and may even hurt system performance. This would
put a practical limit on the size of TLBs and cachesin such
systems. The larger they are, the longer they take to flush.
Also, the larger they are, the less likely they are to be fully
used before a process is switched out again. FIP Precision
Architecture solves this problem by having a single large
addressspace.All processesshare this common address
space, and no flushing needs to be done on either the TLB
or the cache during process switches. With HP Precision
Architecture, larger cachesare always higher-performance,
as long as the cycle time is not affected.

Floating-Point Coprocessor
In HP Precision Architecture, floating-point operations
are handled by a coprocessor.This coprocessorruns concurrently with the main CPU and has the sole job of supporting floating-point arithmetic. Floating-point arithmetic
is well-suited for a coprocessorbecauseit involves calculations that require multiple cycles to perform. This means
that although the floating-point instruction occupies one
position in the instruction stream, the main CPU can receive and execute subsequent non-floating-point instructions concurrently with subsequent cycles of the floating-

point instruction.
As a true coprocessor,the floating-point board decodes
its own instructions. It also has its own set of sixteen 64-bit
registers. Data is sent to the floating-point board by loads
from the cache and results are retrieved via stores to the
cache. The floating-point operations are performed according to the IEEE standard for binary floating-point arithmetic.
The floating-point board is not equipped to handle all
floating-point operations required, nor all floating-point
number values. When an unsupported operation or data
value is detected, the floating-point board indicates this
fact to the main CPU, which then handles the operation in
software. The occurrence of theseoperations requiring software is rare and does not significantly affect performance,
but does ensure that the IEEE standard is completely satisfied.
Overlapped Processing
During the initial investigation for the floating-point
board,a simple designwas considered,which did not allow
overlap of any type of floating-point instuctions. However,
several types of floating-point applications (e.9., matrix
multiply, vector sum, 3 x 3 graphics transformation,etc.)
were examined and estimates of performance were made.
It quickly became apparent that the initial design did not
meet the performance goals. Furthermore, in most of the
applications examined, allowing nonconflicting floatingpoint loads and storesto be processedwhile floating-point
operations (flops) were being executedincreasedthe performance enough to meet the goals.Therefore,the floatingpoint coprocessorimplements this capability.
Once the capability of the board was decided,the design
was implemented in a simple and straightforward manner.
It was determinedthat microcodewould be usedto execute
flops, while floating-point loads and storeswould be implemented completely in hardware. A proprietary HP floating-point add, multiply, and divide chip set used in the
HP 9000 Model 550 was selectedto do the floating-point
calculations.Also, a special assemblerwas written to convert the sourcemicrocodeinto a listing file and a burn file,
with the latter being used to program the microcode
PROMs.
The designchoicesled to the partitioning ofthe floatingpoint board into two distinct parts, the micromachine and
the state machine (see Fig. B). These two control pieces
sharea common databus and both have accessto the register file. They sharethese data paths on a time basis,with
each in control for half of the 125-nscycle time. The state
machine does all of the interfacing with the main CPU and
provides control for floating-point loads and stores.It also
dispatchesthe micromachine to executeflops and signals
the main CPU when traps or freezes are necessary.
The organization of the floating-point board into these
two distinct control blocks is well-suited for allowing floating-point loads and storesto be processedwhile flops are
in progress. When the state machine receives a floatingpoint load or store it simultaneously determineswhether
the micromachine is busy, and if so, determineswhether
the new load or store conflicts with the flop in progress
by accessinga floating-point register used in the flop. If

there is no conflict, the state machine processesthe floating-point load or store immediately; otherwise, it waits
until the flop is completed.
Self-Test
A full self-test strategy is built into the floating-point
board design. A special, machine dependent instruction
was created, which when executed causes the micromachine to perform a detailed diagnostic test of the floating-point board. This test signals pass or error conditions
by setting bits in one of the floating-point registers.It also
puts the one's complementof thesebits into anotherregister so that the validity of the information in the first register
can be verified. Also included in the self-test strategy is
the ability of the main CPU to distinguish between a malfunctioning floating-point board and the lack of a floatingpoint board in the system.
At power-up,a self-testis run on thefloating-pointboard.
The test includes the microcoded self-testas well as one
instruction of each type of floating-point operation to ensure that the board is performing correctly. If this is determined to be the case, then the system is configured with
the floating-point board enabled. If this is not the case,an
error is signaled during initialization. The floating-point
card can then be removed and the system rebooted without
the floating-point board enabled. Then all floating-point
operations are performed in software.
Development Methods
Once the floating-point hardware was solid enough to
run in a system environment, a software test packagewas
written to aid in catching numerical errors. This package
allows us to test any flop with any operands. It also offers
a pattern mode, during which operands are generatedin a
user-controlled pattern and continually used in flops. It
functions by checking results received from the floatingpoint hardware with results derived from software floatingpoint routines. During development, if discrepancieswere
found between the two results, the operands,operation,
and results were logged to an error file. In the pattern mode
of operation, this software packagecaught a few numerical
flaws both in the floating-point hardware and in the software floating-point routines. The mistakes in the software
floating-point routines were equally important to correct
Busy, Trap, Condition

Fig. 8. Floating-point coprocessor b/ock diagram.
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because in the absence of hardware, they would be used
to do the calculations.
To get the maximum performancefrom the floating-point
board, the compiler groups and especially those connected
with the optimizer were brought into the design process
in the early stages.They were given information on how
long each flop took to execute and what constitutes a conflicting load or store versus a nonconflicting load or store.
Using this information along with their knowledge of the
operating characteristicsof the main CPU, they altered their
compilers and optimizers so that the instruction ordering
and floating-point register allocation they generatedwould
take the best advantageof the floating-point hardware that
existed.
The inclusion of the floating-point coprocessorwith the
main CPU allows the hardware to be used in a technical
environment. Its position in the system as a coprocessor
enhances the overall system performance by allowing the
CPU to do non-floating-point activities such as address
generation and integer arithmetic while multicycle flops
are in progress. The floating-point board's ability to do
floating-point loads and stores concurrently with flops
means that while one result is being calculated, previous
results can be stored and operands for future flops can be
loaded. In summary, the design of the floating-point board,
its placement in the system, and its influence on the compilers and optimizers all serve to get the maximum technical performance from the technology used to implement
the design.

Memory System
The Model 840/Series930 memory system is designed
to maximize performance by keeping the latency from address to first word as small as possible. All signals were
potential critical path signals and had to be analyzed carefully to ensure that the timing goals were met. The memory
strobe lines RASand CAs were closely analyzed so that the
skew was minimized.
The DRAMs are accessedusing nibble mode so that a
read operation can return a word of data every 1.25ns after
a latency period of 300 ns. The memory controller is implemented using TTL technology.
The memory system communicates with the processor
and the VO systemthrough the MidBus, which is a synchronous high-speedbus. There is parity checkingon the MidBus for the address,data, and control lines. The memory
generatesand checks parity on data reads and data writes
to improve the reliability of the memory system.
The memory can be accessedin either 16-byteor 32-byte
transactions. The 16-byte transaction takes seven cycles
and the 32-byte transaction requires 13 cycles. The
maximum memory bandwidth for 16-byte transactions is
1,8.285Mbytes/s and for 32-byte transactions is 19.7
Mbytes/s.
At power-up it is necessaryto initialize the memory controller. The architected control and status registersare visible to the software in the I/O addressspace.The boot code
initializes the memory controller, setting up the physical
memory's addressrange via MidBus I/O transactions to the
VO registers resident on the controller.
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Each 8M-byte main memory module is physically located
on two boards. The memory controllerboard contains three
banks of DRAMs and the memory array contains five banks
of DRAMs. One memory controller communicates with one
memory array card. While this increasesthe manufacturing
price compared to a product that extends the reach of the
controller to many memory cards, it has the advantageof
reducing latency, since fewer DRAMs are addressed and
the address and data buses are shorter.
27 bits of the 32-bit physical addressare used. This limits
addressabilityto a 128M-bytephysical space.
Error Correction
Enor-correcting memory is standard. A 32-bit error-detection and correction (EDC) chip forms the basis of this
circuitry. During a memory write operation, 32 bits of data
are sent through the EDC logic, which generates seven
checkbits. These are merged with 32 bits of data in the
proper RAM bank. When a memory read operation occurs,
these 39 bits are sent through the EDC logic, which internally regenerateswhat the seven checkbits should be and
comp€uesthem to the checkbits that it actually got from
the RAM bank. The result of this comparison is called a
syndrome. The checkbits for each 32-bit pattern are chosen
so that the syndrome reveals useful information about any
errors that are detected. If the error is a single-bit error, the
syndrome can be decoded to see which bit is wrong. The
EDC does this and corrects the error. Multiple-bit errors
are not correctable. The best that can be done is to detect
their presence and interrupt the processor by pulling on
the error signal on the MidBus.

System Monitor Module
The power systemconsistsof severalmajor components:
Ac front-end power distribution unit
s-kVA isolation transformer
Fan tray with four ac fans and backup battery
Three 300W power supplies
Systemmonitor module
Internal and external control panels.
The relationship among these components is represented
in the system block diagram, Fig. 9. The system monitor
module serves as an interface between the power supply
and the SPU boards.It generatessecondarypower ( + 5V 51
and + 5V 52) to the CPU and memory boards, processes
power-on and powerfail warning signals to the MidBus,
terminates and arbitrates MidBus signals, monitors system
temperature, and interfaces with the control panel and access port. It also includes some miscellaneousprocessor
dependent hardware consisting of the time-of-day clock,
stablestorage,diagnosticswitches,and an EPROMfor processordependentcode.
The secondary power is generatedby two dc-to-dc converters. In the normal mode of operation, the system
monitor module converts +28V from two of the power
supplies to + 5.1V to supply up to six memory boards,or
24M bytes of memory. During the backup mode, the dc-todc converters take power from the 10V 10A backup battery.
The battery can supply up to six memory boards for at least
15 minutes during a powerfail. An external battery connecr
r
I
r
I
I

Fig. 9. System diagram of the HP 9000 Model 840 and HP 3000 Sertes 930 Computers.

tor is provided if additional backup time is required. The
battery enable switch is built into the ac circuit breaker on
the power distribution unit. Another battery test switch on
the power distribution unit can bypass the battery enable
switch for powerfail testing.
The systemtemperature is monitored by four thermistors
on the backplane. When an overtemperature situation occurs, the system monitor module turns on the yellow warning light and sets a flag to the CPU at 45"C inside the
cabinet. At 60"C, the system monitor module trips the ac
circuit breaker and shuts off all the power including battery
backup.
The processor dependent hardware on the system
monitor module communicates with the CPU via diagnostic instructions. The diagnostic instructions have accessto
the control-panel hexadecimal status displays, the time-ofday clock chip, the stable-storageCMOS RAM, and the
diagnostic switches. The software can read from and write
to these components via entry points in the processor dependent code. The clock chip and the stable-storageRAM
are backed up by two lithium batteries on the system
monitor module during powerfail. A parallel-to-serial interface converts 16 bits of hexadecimal display data serially
to the accessport to facilitate remote diagnosis.
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An AutomatedTest Systemfor the First
HP PrecisionArchitectureComputers
Besidestestingfor proper operation,fhe syslemgathers
specificfailureinformationand generatessummary
sfafisficsto be used in improvingthe manufacturing
process.
by ThomasB. Wylegala,Long G. Ghow,and RandyJ. Teegarden
HE AUTOMATED TEST SYSTEM for the first computers of the HP Precision Architecture family can
test up to ten HP 9000 Model 840 or HP 3000 Series
930 Computers simultaneously. Fig. 1 is a block diagram
of the test system.
A Model 84O/Series930 Computer configured with two
special boards can be connected to the test system via a
cable.The test systemthen has the ability to load diagnostic
programs into the Model 840/Series930 and monitor the
results of those tests. The host for the test system is an HP
9000 Model 220, but any HP 9000 machine that runs the
HP-UX 5.1 operating system could serve as well.
Key Features
930 computer contains 32K bytes
The Model 84O/Series
of test code resident in ROM. This self-testcode is executed
whenever the computer is powered on or reset. There is a

need to supplement this test code with additional specialized test programs.Also, it is expensive to modify firmware
based code, but easy to add a new test to the test system.
Therefore, the test system provides the capability to download test programs into the memory of the computer under
test and to initiate their execution.
The test system monitors the results of test execution
and writes the status to a log file. This eliminates the need
to have a human operator constantly observing the unit
under test to judge whether the unit has passed. The test
system collects the data elements that are critical to the
successof the quality control program.
Little peripheral equipment is required to support the
testing process.Without the test system,the minimum configuration to run diagnosticson Model 840/Series930 processorsincludes a consoleand a disc for each unit under
test. The peripherals for the testing of ten units would be

Fig. 1. B/ock diagram of the test
systemfor HP 9000Model 840and
HP 3000 Serles 930 processors.
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expensive and would consume valuable factory space.
Finally, the test system requires minimal cooperation
from the unit under test. Even catastrophic self-testfailures
can be detected properly by the test system. It can even
download test programs into a unit whose normal input/
output channels are inoperable.

which on Model 84O/Series930 processorsalso appearon
the LED status display, enable the unit under test to send
messagesto the test system even if a failure in the CIO
channel adapter prevents communication via the console.
Finally, the test system can determine when the unit under
test has been powered on or off.

Hardware Developed
The communications interface between the test system
and the unit under test is basedon the link used to support
the remote debugger (RDB),t so the test system is fully
compatible with RDB. That link involves a 16-bit path between a GPIO card in the HP 9000 host and a parallel card
in the Model 840/Series930 under test. For the test system,
two custom boards (called the test system interface and
the GPIOA adapter) were designed to enhance the RDB
link. The connections are shown in Fig. 2.
Many advantagesaccruefrom insertingthese two custom
cards into the path. Signals can be transmitted reliably over
distances up to 300 feet (versus 3 feet for the original link)
using an EIA RS-422differential interface. The system will
work with both the new differential drive and the original
single-ended drive versions of the parallel card. The test
system interface also has accessto signals on the access
port card slot. These signals allow the test system to give
the unit a hard reset and to receive the 16 bits of serial
data sent to the accessport card. These 16 bits of data,

Flrmware Developed
The VO dependent code (IODC)z for the parallel card
was written to make communications with the test system
possible. The IODC contains a communications server
which enables the Model 840/Series 930 to interpret the
data being transmitted to it by the test system through the
parallel card. When the boot information in the Model
840/Series930's stable storageareaindicates that a parallel
card is to serve as the boot device, the communications
server is launched after the self-test has completed.

Test System
Interface

AP Card Slot
on CIO Bus

Fig. 2. Parallel link configuration

Software Developed
The test systemcontrol software has a multiprocess structure. The main process, which is scheduled when the test
system is initiated, contains the user interface. It maintains
the status windows, updates the softkeys, and executes
user commands. There is one plonitor process for each
computer under test. These processes manage the communications with the units under test. Finally, there is a
background process that performs periodic and intermittent tasks. The test system control software allows easy
reconfiguration of each test station. Parametersthat can be
configured include the list of tests to be executed and the
number of temperaturecycles neededfor test completion.
The test system allows diagnostic programs to be loaded
into the computers undertest. Developing thesediagnostics
was another challenge. Several sets of test programs were
written. For example, there is an exerciser for the translation lookaside buffer (TLB) that verifies the proper operation of each field in every entry of the TLB. A total of +9
of the original architecture verification programs were
adapted for use with the test system. These programs perform extensive testing of the arithmetic, logical, and branch
instructions. The test progr.rms obey some conventions to
make the test system'sjob easier.For instance,the programs
use the accessport interface path to transmit error codes
to the test system to indicate failures or a pass code to
indicate when the test has completed successfully.All of
the testswritten for the Model 840/Series930 use the data
FFFFin hexadecimalto signal successand prefacea failure
messagewith the data DEAD.The Model 84O/Series930
tests also compute a checksum on their instruction text to
ensure that the program was downloaded correctlv.
Relation to the Manufacturing Process
Model 840/Series930 boardsaresubjectedto threelevels
of testing during their manufacture. First is a board-level
in-circuit test on the HP 3065 Board Test System.t This
test screensout most process related problems, such as
bent pins and solderbridges.Next, boardsaregroupedinto
sets,installed into backplanes,and subjectedto functional
tests in a temperature chamber. The temperature chamber
continuously cycles from 0 to 55"C with a period of two
hours. This test detects temperature-sensitive component
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failures and precipitates failures in marginal parts. The
final step is to perform an operating system level verification test on the completely assembled unit. Verification
test suites have been written for both the HP-UX and MPE
XL operating systems.
The test system plays its biggest role in the temperature
chamber phase of testing. Model 84O/Series930 boards
spend between ten and twenty-four hours in the chamber.
During this time, the test systemsupervisesthe execution
of the prescribed set of test programs.
The temperaturechambertestsequencehassix phases.
1. The operatorinstalls a board set into a backplanein the
chamber and applies power to the unit. The test system
automatically detects that the unit has powered on and
spawns a p-monitorprocess for it.
2. The test system sendsthe unit a hard reset signal. The
unit will perform its self-testand initiate the boot sequence.
3. The test system waits until the unit signals successful
completion of the boot from the parallel card. Anything
other than a boot completedmessageis consideredan error.
4. The test system gets the next test to run from the test
list. (The list is circular; the first test is rerun after the last
test completes.)The test system downloads the test and
directs the unit to execute it.
5. The test system allows time for the test to execute and
checks on the result. If the unit passed,the test system
continues with step 2.
6. In the event of an error, the test systemrecordsthe error
code, signals the operatorthat a failure has occurred,and
attempts to rerun the test that failed. The system also generatesa failure record to be added to the data base.
The test systemis also a valuable aid in repairing defective boards.Repairtechnicianshave accessto the sameset
of diagnosticprogramsthat first indicated the presenceof
the failure. The technicians can query the test systemdata
base to determine the exact circumstancesof the failure
and any prior attempts at repair. This obviates the need
to have paper tracking forms accompany the boards to the
repair area.
To integratethe entire manufacturingoperation,the test
systemis also used in the final configurationarea.The full
set of diagnosticsis available, and the data base can be
accessed.The test systemalso provides specialutilities to
initialize the units before shipment.
Results Observed
Before installation of the test system,the only test programs that the Model 840/Series930 could executein the
temperaturechamber were those contained in ROM, that
is, the power-on self-test.The test systemsupplementsthe
self-test with a variety of other tests. Moreover, the test
system forces the Model 840/Series930 to complete the
entire boot sequence,in itself a goodtest.The effectiveness
of the tests can be measuredby the failure rate experienced
in the next level of testing, that is, the operating system
tests.In the fourteen-weekperiod beforeinstallation ofthe
test system,the failure rate experiencedduring the operating system tests was 19%. That is, of 228 sets of Model
840/Series930 boards that successfullyexecutedself-test
in the chamber, 44 were subsequently shown to have
hardware failures by the next level of testing.By contrast,
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during the first seven weeks in which the test system was
operational, the failure rate dropped to 2.5o/o(only one
failure out of 41 setstested).

Summary
The test system is designed to fill two critical needs in
computer manufacturing. The first is to subject the computers to stringent functional tests so that defects can be revealed at the earliest possibletime. The secondis to keep
accurate records of the results of those tests so that the
manufacturing process can be constantly improved. With
respectto the first point, the test systemhas already been
a great success.A number of failures were detected by
testing in the temperature chamber that would otherwise
have gone unnoticed until the operating system tests.
Moreover, whenever better diagnostics are written, the test
system will be ready to download them. The test system
automatically generatesa template for each failure occurrence; the operator need only input the serial number of
the board that was defective. This data basecan be scanned
to reveal the weak points of the process.
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A DistributedTerminalGontrollerfor
HP PrecisionArchitectureGomputers
Runningthe MPEXL OperatingSystem
or printersconnectedto eachcontroller
Up to48 terminals
communicatewith HP 3000Series930 or 950 Computers
overan IEEE802.3local areaneNvork.
by GregoryF. Buchanan,FrangoisGaullier,Olivier Krumeich,Eric Lecesne,Jean-PierrePicq,
and Heng V. Te
ITH THE EVER INCREASING capacity of computer systemscomesthe demand for more terminal connections. On the other hand, SPU (system
processing unit) cabinets are becoming smaller with each
generation. Finding space in these smaller SPU cabinets
for the increasing number of terminal connections is a
challenge.
For HP Precision Architecture computer systems using
the commercial operating system, MPE XL, the solution is
the HP zS[SLDistributed Terminal Controller (DTC). The
approach taken was to move the terminal connections out
of the SPU cabinet and into the DTC.
The HP 2345A is designedfor the HP 3000 Series930
and Series950 Computers.It enablesup to 48 asynchronous
devices (terminals or serial printers) to be connected to
these systemsover an IEEE 802.3 local areanetwork (LAN),
thereby greatly simplifying the cabling and lowering the
associatedcosts.Future releaseswill allow a terminal user
connected to the DTC to establish a session with an MPE
XL system, and then by a simple command, to switch to
another MPE XL system on the same LAN. This switching
capability, combined with the possibility of distributing
the DTC in a building, is a major contribution of this new
commercial computer system family.
Software Architecture
Fig. 1 shows the overall DTC software architecture. To
achieve the objectives of performance and simplicity, the
DTC has a special operating system, AOS, which is a
straightforward dispatcher with associated services like
memory and timer management.An added benefit of this
dedicated operating systemwas easyintegration of the DTC
software into a Pascal workstation along with debugging
tools. This approach proved very efficient in the design,
testing, and integration phases.
The stack of protocols in the DTC has been reduced to
a minimum, and some layers of the ISO OSI model have
been combined. Layers one and two are the standard IEEE
802.3 and IEEE 802.2 Class L These standard protocols
were chosen so that the DTC could share the LAN (the
same physical cable, medium attachment unit, and LAN
controller) with HP 3000 Network Services(NS/3000)or

any IEEE 802.3 compatible devices.
For the upper OSI layers, no protocols existed that met
the objectives of performanceand simplicity, so proprietary
protocols are used instead of standard protocols such as
TCPIP and TELNET. It was also felt that additional functionality was needed in the standard protocols to ensure
satisfactory support of terminals in the MPE environment.
A goal was to offload the character-oriented tasks, like
characterbackspaceor line delete processing,from the host
and do it in the DTC to save processing power in the host
and at the same time provide real-time feedback to the
user's keystrokes at the terminal. This results in greater
overall system efficiency and more friendliness for the cus-

Fig. 1. Distributedterminal controller (DTC) software struc'
ture. AOS ls the DTC operating sysfern.FCPis the flow control
protocol. DCP is the device control protocol. NMP and RMP
are networkmanagementand remotemaintenanceprotocols.
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tomer, but it also means that the DTC needs a lot of intelligence and an elaborate software structure (Fig. 1) to organize this processing.
It was also apparent that some sort of transport mechanism is necessaryto prevent flooding the DTC with data.
Since the processing power of the host is at least an order
of magnitude greaterthan the processingpower of tJreDTC,
the DTC needs some way to tell the host to stop sending
data so the DTC can process what it has received. This
functionality is also needed because a user at a terminal
can always stop the flow of data and resume later, a printer
can run out of paper, and so on. This requirement resulted
in the definition of a special DTC flow control protocol.
Flow Gontrol Protocol
As implied by the name, the most important feature of
this protocol is to make sure that the DTC is not overflowed
by the host. There are other protocols that provide this
feature, but no single protocol that offers all of the features
that are needed. The DTC flow control protocol (FCP) is
based on a study done by Hewlett-Packard Laboratories in
1984 of a protocol known as Fast Path, a higher-performance, stripped-down version of the ARPA TCP/IP protocols. The DTC FCP is derived from Fast Path and from
CCITT Recommendation X.25 Level trI.
The features of the DTC FCP are:
r Simplicity
r Flow control
r Reliability
I Connection-oriented
I Connection assurance
I Fragmentation and reassembly.
To maintain DTC efficiency, the FCP has been kept very
simple. Since it is layered on top of IEEE 802.3, which
provides error detection, error detection is not part of the
FCP; only error recovery is needed. The FCP was also designed knowing that errors on a LAN are infrequent, so the
mainstream functions are optimized while the error recovery processing is more cumbersome.
The FCP is a reliable transport becauseit guaranteesthat
all packets of data are delivered in the same order they
were received, and that no packets are lost or duplicated,
Reliable transport is needed because control information
is exchangedbetween the DTC and the host, and algorithms
that managethat exchangeare simpler if they are basedon
a reliable transport protocol.
The FCP is a connection-oriented protocol. There is a
simple procedure for establishing and breaking connections between the DTC and the host. With this scheme,
each of the 48 ports of the DTC has its own connection for
exchanging data and control information without interfering with the traffic on the other ports. This feature will be
very helpful in the future to provide accessto more than
one host from the same port of a DTC.
To ensure reliable exchange of information on a port
basis, a connection assurancemechanism was defined so
that each end, the DTC or the host, can make sure that the
other entity is still alive and functioning.
While MPE does not limit the size of a single write, the
request has to be passedover the LAN, which restricts the
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sizeoftheframesto 1518bytes.Therefore,theFCPprovides
a way to fragment and reassemblethe user data. The moredata bit provides this functionality.
The protocol is fully symmetrical. There is no master/
slave relationship.
FGP Operation
To easethe implementation, the header of an FCP packet
is of fixed length, as shown in Fig. 2. Seventypes of packets
are used to establish and break connections, to ensure reliable transport of information, and to provide connection
assurance.To offer sustainedthroughput without a requesU
reply scheme, which is less efficient under heavy load, a
window mechanism is used.

1 pkdata; normal data
2 pkack; ack or status reply
3 pkrstat; request status
4 pkcreq; connsclion request
5 pkcreply; oonnection reply
6 pkabort; aborudisconnect
7 pknak; negative acknowledgment

1 Byte
1 Byte
1 Byte
1 Byte
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes

Fig.2. DTCflowcontrolprotocolpacketformat.
Fig. 3 shows how flow control is performed using the
window mechanism. Three fields are used in this algorithm: 1) the sequence number field, which identifies
the packet sent, 2) the acknowledge number, which indicatesthe next sequencenumber that the receiver is waiting
for, signaling to the sender that all packets sent previously
have been received,and 3) the window field, which indicatesthe last sequencenumber the receiving end is willing
to accept. In the example of Fig. 3, the left side opens a

AFCP

Window is open (3)
Send data

pkdata seq#g

+

Dkdata seo#10
pkack#11,win#10

:

Window is closod
Stop sending data

:
Wlndow ls open (3)
Send data

Fig.3. Flow control mechanismwindow field.

window for three packetsat the beginning, and the window
closesautomaticallywhen the right side sendsseq#10.The
left side does not reopen the window with ack#11,win#10,
but only confirms the window number and the last sequence number received. When memory becomes available, the left side reopens tJrewindow for three more packets. In the meantime, the right side waits for the window
to reopen before sending any more data.
Device Control Protocol
As mentioned above, the DTC performs all the byteoriented tasks. The host controls the behavior of the DTC
using the DTC device control protocol (DCP).Fig. 4 gives
an overview of DCP functionality. Similar protocols, for
example CCITT Recommendation X.29 and the virtual terminal protocol used by HP network services products,l
already existed but either could not be used for performance reasonsor would have had to be modified so extensively that it seemedeasierto define a new protocol. The
DCP is designed to be simple, efficient, and compatible
with the HP CIO (channel inpuUoutput) bus,

Fig.4. DTCdevicecontrclprotocoloverview.

Simplicity is achievedthrough a small number of messagetypes and a fixed-lengthheader.Fig. 5 showsthe messagetypes defined by the DCP. It is fairly easy to decode
a request since the format is fixed and relevant information
(requestcode, datalength, etc.)is always in the sameplace.
Also, when changingthe value of a parameterto alter the
behavior of the DTC, the parametercan always be found
at the same place in the packet.
Becausethe protocol is compatiblewith the CIO bus, the
samepiecesof code can be sharedto control devices,either
over the internal bus of the host or remotely over a network.
Sharing the same code and using the same protocol not
only save resources,but also ensure that a terminal will
always work the same way, regardlessof the physical connection to the system.This important featurewill guarantee

5 MessageTypes

.
.
.
o
.

Reply lrom the DTC
2 MessageTypes

. Write/Read Oevice Data Beply
o Read Port IntormationReply

Asynchronous Event
to the Host
/
6 Message Types

.
.
.
.

Requestfrom the Host

Write Device Data
Write/Read Oevice Data
Write Port Contiguration
Read Port Intormation
Control Port (abort)

Break Detected
Subsystem Break Detected
Flow Control Timer Expired
Link Level Connected
(Modem Port)
. Link Level Disconnected
(Modem Port)
. Console Attention Character

Fig.5. Devicecontrolprotocolmessagetypes.
that in the future, even if new ways of connecting terminals
are invented, the functionality and the behavior of those
terminals will be the same,thus greatly simplifying migration to the new means of connection.
The device control protocol is implemented on a multiplexer board to use the hardware resources,such as microprocessorpower and RAM space,efficiently, One example
of this efficiency is in the design of the reply sent by the
multiplexer card. The reply has a trailer instead of a header.
This allows the multiplexer to start sending data before
the requestis fully completed,thus saving RAM space.
The DTC device control protocol is not symmetrical,the
host being the master and the DTC being the slave.
The host configures a port of the DTC using the write
port configuration message,Fig. 6 shows the format of this
message.It contains all the configuration information for
read,write, and modem control operations.It also specifies
the speed and parity for the port's operation (data bytes 6
and 21.All MPE intrinsics are mapped into a set of values
in this message,allowing the user program full control of
the terminal.
The DTC returns user data from a read request with the
messageshown in Fig. 7. The format of this messageallows
the DTC to forward data to the host as soon as it is received
from the terminal. This greatly reducesthe amount of memory required to handle a read request, since there is no
need to buffer the complete messagebefore sending it. In
addition, the protocol uses the fact that the LAN and the
host can take data from the DTC faster than the terminal
can deliver it. When the read is completed,the DTC sends
the completion code, along with the time of the read, to
the host in a fixed-length trailer in the last eight bytes of
the complete message.
The asynchronousevent messageallows the DTC to get
attention from the host, or to signalthat conditions enabled
through the write port configuration message have occurred. Examplesof asynchronouseventsarethe establishment of a modem connection, a user calling for attention
(break or subsystembreak), or a modem disconnection.

(continuedon nextpage)
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FixedLength
Header
10 Bytes

I Bytes
FixedLength
Trailer

8

1: EOR
2: Count
3,4,5,6,7,1
5,18: Error
8: Break
9: RS Not Found
in Block Mode
10,11:Aborted by Host
12: Time-Out
13:AEOR
14: SubsystemBreak
17: Console Attention
Character

Fig.7. Devicecontrolprotocolreadlwritedatareplymessage
format.

9
Data
20 Bytes

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Fig. 6. Devlce control protocol write port configuration
message.

NetworkManagementand RemoteMaintenance
Protocols
The DTC can be looked at from two points of view. In
the first, the DTC is treated as a local terminal multiplexer,
exceptthat it is connectedto the SPU by an extendedbus.
Like a local multiplexer, the DTC belongsto a single SPU.
The difference in managing the DTC is that commands are
sent on the bus instead of the SPU having direct accessto
the multiplexer hardware. That the bus is an IEEE S02.3
LAN is irrevelant. It could just as easily be a fiber optic
link, or some type of point-to-point connection.
From the second point of view, the DTC is treated as a
service provider on a LAN. The service it provides is terminal and printer accessto MPE XL systems.From this point
of view, the DTC is not restricted to a single MPE XL system.
Instead, it can provide its terminal accessservice to several
MPE XL systemsat once. This point of view multiplies the
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managementproblems becausethe DTC is a sharedresource
that may need to be managedby multiple MPE XL systems.
To allow the DTC to grow, the second viewpoint was taken
in developing the design criteria. To reduce the cost of the
DTC, it doesnot havelocal massstorage.Instead,it depends
on the MPE XL system to load its code and configuration
files, and it sends memory dumps and logs errors to files
on the MPE XL system.The on-line diagnosticsforthe DTC
are controlled by the MPE XL system.All of thesefunctions
require exchanges of information between the DTC and
MPE XI-in other words, a protocol.
Two protocols designed by other HP networking groups
closely met the needs of the DTC. These are the remote
maintenance protocol (RMP) and the network management
protocol (NNP). The DTC designteam helped define these
protocols, and the DTC is one of the first products to use
them. Using these HP standard protocols will allow the
DTC to fit easily into the HP network managementstrategy.
The DTC usesthe remote maintenance protocol to download its codeand configurationfiles, and to upload diagnostic dumps. To begin a download sequence,the DTC sends
a boot request packet asking for the location of its code
file. The boot requestis sent to a LAN multicast address,
so all MPE XL systems on the LAN receive it. Each of the
MPE XL systems looks in its configuration file to see if it
has the code and configuration files for this particular DTC.
If so, the MPE XL systemrespondswith a boot reply, identifying itself to the DTC. The DTC picks one of the responding systems as its active loader and starts asking for code
segments.The segmentloading is carried out by a simple
request/reply exchange of packets with a time-out retry.
The DTC requests code segments one at a time from the
MPE XL system. If it doesn't get a response within two
seconds,it asksagain.When it getsthe reply the DTC loads
the code and asks for the next segment. Once the load is
done, the DTC sends a boot complete packet telling the

MPE XL systemthe load is complete.A similar sequence
is used to load the DTC-specificconfiguration file, except
that the opening request is sent to the MPE XL system that
loaded the code file. and not to a multicast address.The
configuration file contains information such as the speed
and parity for each of the terminal connections.Once the
DTC has loaded its code and configuration, it comes onIine.
The DTC uses the network managementprotocol to provide on-line diagnosticsfrom the MPE XL system.These
functions include resetting ports, loopback testing, status
inquiry, and error logging. The starting point for these diagnostics was the current MPE Termdsm diagnostic.However, changeswere required to reflect the separation of the
DTC from the SPU. Improvements have also been made in
presentingthe data to the user. New Termdsm commands
were added to display the status of the DTC as a whole,
and to display the status of a serial port. Both statuscommands format the data into customer understandable form.
For example, state information is displayed in the user's
native language (e.g., "read pending") rather than as a
number. The goal of these two displays is to allow the
customer to do the first level of problem diagnosis,rather
than having to call in HP service personnel.An example
section of a port status display is shown in Fig. 8.

(IEEE 802.3 type 10 base 2). Only one of these network
connectionscan be used at a time.
The processorcard usesan B-MHz 68000microprocessor
with 512K bytes of RAM and 64K bytes of EPROM.Also
on the card are a network interface,timers, and DIO drivers.
The serial interface card handles ihe processing,storage,
and multiplexing of the data to and from eight terminals.
It must be connected to a connector card located on the
opposite side of the backplane.The serial interface card
circuitry mainly consists of a ZB0B processor,16K bytes
of EPROM, 32K bytes of shared RAM (accessibleby the
Z80B and the processorcard), aK bytes of fast RAM (accessible only by the ZsoB), and USARTs.
The connector card is used for physical attachment of
the terminals. Three types of connector cards are offered
for six RS-232-Cmodem connections,eightRS-232-Cdirect
connections, or eight RS-422connectionswith electrical
isolation.It is possibleto mix the threetypesof connections
in the sameDTC.
A display located on the front panel and connectedto
the processorcard showsthe DTC status(downloadof code
in progress,errors,self-testresults,etc.).The DTC firmware
containsa self-test,which is executedautomaticallyat each
power-on,and an off-line diagnosticprogram,which is run
from a local terminal connectedto DTC port zero. No host
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DTC Hardware
The DTC is designed around a central backplane (based
on the DIO bus) using a press-fit technology. Up to six
connector cards and serial interface cards can be connected
to the processor card through the backplane (see Fig. 9).
The processor card has been leveraged from a board designed at the HP Colorado Networks Division. It includes
the LAN access interface and the DTC's overall management functions.
Two types of LAN accessesare offered: either Backbone
LAN cable (IEEE 802.3 type 10 base 5) or ThinLAN cable

Fig. 8. A portion of a port status
display

connection is needed to use the off-line diagnostic. The
DTC hardwareis fully testedby the self-testand the off-line
diagnostic.
After code is downloaded from the host to the DTC,
on-line diagnosticscan be startedfrom the systemconsole
to cause various diagnostic and control functions to be
executedby the DTC (seepreceding section).
The design of the DTC hardware is genericin the sense
that it can support almost any softwarearchitecture.This
ensurescompatibility with future applicationssuch assupport of new peripheralsor concurrentstacksof protocols.
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L be the incoming flow, that is, the sum of the packets
received from the LAN or the terminals. Let N be the
number of protocols that must be activated to receive or
transmit one packet (N : 5). The rate of arrivals in the
queuing system is NL, and 1/L is the mean time between
message arrivals in the queue.
For the sake of simplicity, assume that the arrival rate
of packets and the processing times are Poisson processes
(although this is not always the case). To go through the
DTC, a packet goes through an M/M/1 system several times
(Fig. 10); the DTC is a network of M/\4/r systems. Queuing
theory shows that in the case of a network of queues, if
the arrival rate in one node is a Poisson process, and if this
node partitions this stream into several streams with a given
probability of choice, the partitioned streams are also Poisson processes. In the same way, if a node merges several
streams into one stream, the resulting stream is also a Poisson process. For this reason, the formulas of M/M/1 systems
are still valid (Jackson'stheorem).2

L ------)

Fig. 10. DTCqueuingmodel.
(b)

::llll.lr::'i:'l'.',':,.'':i:]::;".':'.

:r':-':.al atlt:t-l

Fig.9. (a) DTC hardwarearchitecture (b) Physical layout

By applying the M/M/1 system model, the time to go
through the systemonce is found to be:

PerformancePredictionand Measurement
The theory of operation of the DTC is based on queuing
theory,2 specifically the M/M/1 systems, in which customers of a service arrive in a system made up of a queue and
a server. The arrivals have a Poisson pattern. The queue
discipline is FIFO. The processing time of the server is also
a Poisson process. There is only one server for the queue.
The average arrival rate in the queue is L. The mean service
time of the server is 1/M. Then the mean time spent by the
- L).
c u s t o m e r s i n t h e s y s t e m ( q u e u e* s e r v e r )i s T : 1 / ( M
In the DTC, each protocol communicates with the others
using messages (carrying user data or not). But only one
protocol executes at a time. When a protocol sends a message, this message has to be queued by the DTC operating
system, AOS. When the currently executing protocol exits,
AOS calls the next protocol, which is the destination of
the first message of the queue. Thus the DTC can be seen
as a queuing system made up of a queue of customers (the
messages)and a server (the destination protocol of the first
message of the queue).
With this design, a packet that has to be processed by
several protocols (IEEE 802.3, DTC FCP, DTC DCP) is
queued several times to go across the DTC once. Some o{
the messages processed are put in the queue again, so that
the flow out of the server partially reenters the queue, as
shown in Fig. 10.
Let E : 1/M be the mean execution time of the protocols.
This is the mean service time of the queuing system. Let
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rtr+-NrIf an item (packet,etc.)in the DTC undergoesa cycle made
up of P tasks,the time to perform this cycle is:
PE
1-NLE
Obviously, NLE must be smaller than 1, since:
't
L'

NE-

: maximumthroughPut'

We want to calculate the latency of the DTC and its
maximum throughput. Most of the results depend on the
traffic and/or on the number of active connections.Results
will be given here as functions of the total traffic L, the
sum in both directions of all of the flow rates of all of the
active connections.
Acknowledgments versus Usetul Packets
At the DTC FCPlevel, two kinds of packetstravel on the
LAN: data packets,which carry user data and correspond
to one I/O operation, and service packets (ACK,NAK).The
total throughput is the sum of the data throughput and the
per second.As the processingtime of
number of ACK/NAKs
eachnode limits the total throughput, the data throughput
The LAN is reliable
depends on the rate of ACK/NAKs.

enough and memory pools are dimensioned so that overruns occur rarely enough to neglect the NAKsand the duplicated packets.To estimate the data throughput we therefore need to know the rate of ncKs.
The number of ACKsper transaction depends on the structure of a transaction, and on the window. According to a
real-time analysis of MPE systems conducted at HewlettPackard Laboratories,we can consider that eachtransaction
is made up, on the average,of 1.4 reads, 7.2 writes, and
2.2 controls, for a total of tO.A terminal VOs. 90% of the
user transactions will require 15 terminal VOs per user
transaction or less. This means that the DTC receives, on
the average, 10.8 packets when it transmits 1.4 packets
(that ratio is a result of the assumption of Poisson processes). The packet transmitted by the DTC in a transaction
implies the receipt of one ACK.The packets received by
the DTC imply a number of Acrs, depending onthewindow
size and on the value of the stand-alone acknowledgment
timer. ff this timer is correctly tuned, the number of ACKs
transmitted per transaction will be 10.8 divided by the
value of the window. Therefore. the traffic will have the
following structure:
User packets transmitted per transaction
User packets received per transaction
ACKsreceived per transaction

7.4
10.8
7

The number of AcKs and therefore the total number of
packets exchangedin eachtransaction depends on the window size:
Window

1

AGKstransmitted per
transaction
10.8 5 . 4 3 . 6 2 . 7 2 . 1
18.6 16.8 15.9 15.3
Packetspertransaction 24

We can deduce the mean number of AcKs exchanged
(received or transmitted) per user packet exchanged:
Window
ACKsexchangedper
packet

7

2

0.96 0.52 o . 3 7 0 . 3 0 . 2 5

Let U be the ratio of total traffic to data traffic. Since the
total traffic is equal to the data traffic plus the ACKs,U has
the following values, depending on the window:
Window
1.96 1.52 r.37

1.3 7.25

Protocol Execution Time
The execution times are different for eachprotocol. These
times were calculated and later confirmed by actual measurements on the DTC. The mean value of E for data packets
is E : 1.25 ms, and for AcK packetsis E : 0.65 ms.
These values do not depend on the packet length. This
is not exactly true, because the DTC DCP copies data to
and from the serial interface card. However, since packets
are assumed to be shorter than 80 bvtes most of the time.

this copy takeslessthan about 16% of the packetprocessing
time and is not accounted for in this analvsis.
Maximum Throughput
The maximum throughput is 14.{8, where N is the
number of protocol activations for reception or transmission of one packet. NE is in fact the total processing time
of a packet. N : 5 for receipt or transmission of user data,
and N : 3 for ACKs.The mean rate of ACKsper user data
packet is given above as a function of the window size.
Using this rate as a weighting factor on the processing
times, the table below gives the mean value of NE. T is the
data throughput. From the mean value of NE, the maximum
total throughput (user packets + ACKs)and the maximum
data throughput (data packets only) are deduced.
Window12345
ACKsper data
packet
MeanNE(ms)
Maximumtotal
throughput(L)
Maximumdata
throughput(T)

0.96
4.1

o.52
4.7

0.37
5.1

0.3
5.3

0.25
5.4

243

272

196

190

185

724

140

143

146

L4A

Throughputs are expressedin packets per second, so if
the window is 3, the maximum total throughput is 196
packets per second, and the maximum data throughput is
143 packetsper second.
Among 48 terminals, approximately 24 will be active (1
VO per hour), and among these 24 terminals only 12 are
doing real work (8 transactions per minute). Therefore the
mean data throughput (or nominal traffic) needed is about
19.5 packets/sand the mean total throughput is 26.7 packets/s. Larger flows may occur for printers. Packet concatenation decreasesthe number of packets per second exchanged, but increases the length of each packet, so that
the processing time of one packet may become dependent
on the length of this packet.
An estimation of the peak can be obtained by assuming
the following conditions: each of 36 terminals does 15
transactions per minute (think time plus responsetime :
4 seconds) and 15 terminal I/Os are done per transaction.
The data traffic is then 135 packets/s.In other words, the
DTC supports up to 6 times the expected nominal traffic.
The maximum throughput of a serial interface card is about
6x 17.2kilobaud outbound and B x 10 kilobaud inbound.
Latency of the DTc
The latency of the DTC is the sum of the latencies of the
serial interface card and the CPU card. The latency of the
serial interface card is about 1 ms. The latency D of the
CPU card is the time for processing P protocols. As
explained earlier, the time to perform P tasks is D : PE/(1
- NLE). We have seen above that U : L/T depends on
the window. The latencv of the DTC is:

:D + 1t"r =
Latency

;ffi,

+ 1ms.
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The theoretical curve in Fig. 11 shows the latency when
the window is 3, E : 1.25ms, NE = 5.1 ms, P : 4, U :
1.37, and T varies from 0 to lArlEU. If T is equal to the
mean throughput expected (20 packets/s), the latency is
about I ms.
There is a saturation effect. The latency cannot become
infinite. When the memory pools are empty the incoming
flows stop until resourcesare released.In such a situation,
each packet takes about four secondsto process.This can
be considered the limit, and it implies a DTC contribution
of about 40 seconds in each transaction.
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Fig. 11. DTC latency as a function of throughput.

Other Results
This model has been used to calculate other parameters
of the DTC, including the minimum window that does not
decreasethe maximum throughput, the influence of overruns on the traffic (creating NAKsand duplicated packets),
and the size of the memory pools needed to keep a low
level of overruns for received packets without decreasing
the maximum throughput for data transmission and AcK
transmission. Actual measurements with special equipment have shown a latency of I ms for low use, and a
maximumthroughput of 120to 150packets/s(seeFig. 11).
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of simpleinstructions,
Usingacombination
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Millicode
routines,
HP
code,and
PrecisionArchitecturemachinespertormmany complex
operationsfasterthan CISCmachines.
by Karl W. Pettisand WilliamB. Buzbee
HE NEW HEWLETT-PACKARD Precision Architecturel is designed to provide a low-level interface to
hardware through a small, fast instruction set. With
any new architecture, compilers must be developed to provide high-level language interfaces to the machine. This
importance of compilers to the new architecture was recognized from the project'sinception, and softwareengineers,
including compiler experts,were heavily involved in specifying the architecture.
This paper describesthe influence performance criteria
had on the implementation of the new compilers and how
various problems were overcome. First, the influence that
the high-level languageshad on the design of the instruction set is described.Specific examplesof instructions are
given that enable the compilers to implement some highlevel constructs efficiently, and to avoid problems that
some seeas inevitable with a reduced instruction set computer (RISC). Next, the problem of doing truly complex
operations is described.These operationsare sometimes
implemented as instructions on traditional machines. Instead,it was decidedto implement a streamlinedprocedure
calling convention and a group of routines known as Millicode to solve such problems.Finally, the results for specific examples are presented.
High-Level Language lnfluence
As describedin a previous paper,' a team of engineers
specializing in various areas of computers designed the
new architecture.The design was based on studies that
showed what instructions computersactually spend time
executing.Thesestudiesshowedthat evencomputerswith
very large,complex instruction setstypically spentan overwhelming portion of their time executingvery simple intructions, such as memory loads and stores, branching,
addresscalculation, and addition. So the initial design of
the instruction set provided for the efficient execution of
such frequently used instructions.
A key factor in the design was to make all instructions
except branchesand loads from memory executein a single
machine cycle. In addition, the cycle time itself was to be
very short.Proposedinstructionsthat could not meet these
stringent criteria without adding considerably to the complexity of the processorwere either eliminated or modified.
Nevertheless,the software engineerson the design team
made sure that the resulting instruction set was sufficiently

rich to allow efficient implementation of most high-level
languageconstructs.Sometimesthis was done by adding
helper instructions that are simple enough to be executed
in a single cycle to make implementation of more complex
operationseasy.An exampleis the DIVIDE
STEPinstruction,
which, when combined with an ADDC(add with carry) instruction,computesa singlebit of the quotient of a division.
Very early in the project, a prototype C compiler and a
processorsimulator were developedthat enabled the engineers to make sure that highJevel constructs could be
executed easily using the new instruction set. As the instmction set was implemented and evaluated, changes
were suggestedand acceptedfor the definitions of test conditions for various instructions, the way that nullification
works for conditional branches,and other aspectsof the
instruction set.
It is worthwhile to look at some of the instructions that
help the compilers produce efficient code.
SHIFTANDADD.The SHnADD
family of instructions includes
SHlADD,SH2ADD,
and SxgnDD(alongwith counterpartsthat
do not set the carry/borrow bits and others that trap on
overflowJ. These instructions shift the contents of the first
register argument left by n bits and then add the contents
of the second register argument, putting the result into the
third register argument. The result is that multiplications
by small constantscan be performed in a few instructions.

Instruction
SHlADD r'1,r2,r3
SH2ADD 11,r2,r3
SH3ADD rl,r2,r3

Result
13<-2*1L + t2
13<-4*rL + 12
13<-B*r1 + 12

For example,to multiply a value in registerB by the constant 41 with the result being put into register9, the following code would be produced:
SH2ADD 8,8,9
SHSADD 9,8,9

rg <- 5*rB
r9 +- 8*(5*,18)* rB : 41*18

Theseinstructions ensurethat multiplication by a small
constant,which is done fairly often, is very inexpensive.
These instructions are also used in the nonconstantcase.
Even when both operandsof a multiplication are not constants,often one of the operandsis fairly small. When this
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is true it usually takes about 20 cycles to multiply two
variable quantities. This fast variable multiply is performed
by extracting four-bit "digits" from the smaller operand
and using them to select the appropriate shift and add
sequenceto perform the multiplication.
EXTBACT
ANDOEPOSIT.
A family of instructions is provided
to accessfields within records. These instructions either
extract the value from a field or deposit a value into a field
and are used by the compilers when accessingpacked or
nonaligned data. In some other computers, one has to shift
and mask to retrieve values in packed records. As an example, here is a sample of some code from a C program along with the instructions generated.The C codeis:
structdescriptor
{
unsignedintavailable
:'l;
unsignedintlocked :1;
unsigned
intlaslaccess:10;
unsignedintdesc-type
: 5;
intlength
:15;
unsigned
);
copy-type(p,q)
structdescriptor*p, *q;
{
p+ desc-type= q + desc-type;
)
The HP Precision Architecture instructions to do the
copy from one field to another are:
The word containingq+ desc-type
is inregister29.The word containing p- 6ss6-type
is in register 25.
EXTRU29,16,5,31
Extract the five bits of register29
correspondingto q+desc-type.
This is an unsignedfielo, souse
EXTRU.
DEP31,16,5,25
Put those five bits into the word
contai ning p-desc-type.
Being able to use just two instructions to do a transfer
of packed data makes it easierfor the compilers to generate
efficient code when programmers use packed structures.
However, these instructions are sufficiently generalized
that the compilers can use them to perform left and right
shifts (logical and arithmetic), and they can be used in
contexts that have nothing to do with fields within a record.
Conditional Branches. On many computers conditional
branches are implemented by performing some computation (typically a subtractionJ that has the side effect of
setting somehardware condition flags.The next instruction
conditionally branchesbased on the settings of these flags.
The studies done by the HP Precision Architecture engineers indicated that conditional branches are done very
frequently by programs. The decision was therefore made
to combine testing of various conditions with branching
sothat a conditional branchonly requiresone instruction.
Many of the conditional branches can also be used to
modify registercontents.Thus, the ADDIBTand lootar instructions (add immediate and branch if true or false)can
be used by the compilers to update a loop counter while
simultaneouslytesting to see if the loop is completed.Alternatively, by using the TR condition (Tnue : always
branch), the compilers can sometimesmerge an uncondi-
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tional branch with a nonbranch instruction to make programs shorter and faster. Branchesare implemented in this
architecture so that the target of the branch is not executed
until two cycles later. On conventional systems,the cycle
following the branch is wasted. With HP Precision Architecture, the instruction immediately following the
branch instruction is executed in the cycle before the
branch takes effect. This enablesthe compilers to use this
instruction slot for useful work. The branch instruction
can optionally nullify this following instruction so that it
will have no effect. If a compiler cannot always use the
cycle after a branch, it will turn on nullification. If nullification is specified for an unconditional branch, the following instruction will always be nullified after the branch
instruction. If nullification is specified for a conditional
branch, then the following instruction will be nullified if
the branch is taken or if the branch is backward. but not
both. This nullification scheme is designed so that if a
conditional branch is being used in controlling a loop, an
instruction from the body of the loop can always be executed in the otherwise wasted cycle after the conditional
branch. The effect is that almost all loops can be made one
instruction shorter and faster than with a more conventional machine.Sincemost computerprogramsspendmost
of their time in very small loops, even one instruction saved
per loop can be significant.
Decimal Correction. Therearetwo instructions, DCOR(deci(intermediate decimal correct), that
mal correct) and TDCOR
provide invaluable assistancefor decimal arithmetic. One
of the criticisms often leveled at typical RISC architectures
is that they provide insufficient support for decimal operations, which are crucial to commercial languagessuch as
COBOL and RPG. Using a biasing schemeand the DCOR
and toCORinstructions, compilers for HP Precision Architecture systems can implement decimal additions and
subtractions with the ordinary binary ADDand SUBinstructions and minimal extra instructions. Other decimal operations are more complex and are described later in this
paper.
STOREBYTES.The STBYSinstruction stores zero to four
bytes to memory depending on the offset specified in the
instruction and the alignment of the base address. It is a
great aid in moving data from one location to another,
particularly when a filling operation is being performed.
This often happens when using strings in Pascal and Fortran and with the MOVEdirective in COBOL. This instruction also lets the compiler writer generatesimpler code to
store data that is inconveniently aligrred with respect to
word boundaries:
Nullification. Most arithmetic and logical instructions
allow conditional nullification of the following instruction.
In effect, this is a way for the compilers to generateshort
if-then sequencesin-line without incurring the overhead
of actually doing a test and branching. The compiler most
often uses this feature in short "canned" code sequences
to compute a result. For example,supposea Boolean flag
in Pascalis to contain a value indicating whether a is less
than b or not. The Pascalcode is:
flag::a<b;

The HP Precision instructions to perform this statement
are:
COMCLR,>:
LDI

11,r2,r3 ;
1,r3

a: 11,b: r2,flag: 13

The COMCLR(COMPARE
ANDCLEAR)instruction sets the
value of r3 (flag)to 0. If the value of 11 (a) is greater than
or equal to the value of 12 (b),then the following instruction
is nullified, and the value of flagremains 0 (false). Otherwise, the LDI (LOADIMMEDIATE)
instruction sets the value
of flagto 1 (true).
The ability to nullify the following instruction conditionally is very powerful and can be used in many contexts.
For example, to perform a signed integer division by a
power of two (such as 8) with truncation towards 0, only
three instructions are needed:
OR,>:

t1,0,t2

ADDI

7,r2,r2

EXTRS

t2,28,29,t2

Put a copy of the source
(r1) into the destination
(r2).Also testto seeif the
sourceis positive or 0. If
so,then the next instruction is nullified.
Executed only if the source
was negative.If it was,
this ensurestruncation
towards0.
Arithmetic right shift the
(possiblymodifiedl
destinationby threebits
yielding the final result.

An arithmetic right shift by three bits (implemented by
the EXTRSinstruction) divides a quantity by eight, with
truncation towards negative infinity. For positive numbers,
this is the same as truncation towards 0. For negative numbers, an adjustmentneedsto be made. Here we have used
nullification so that the adjustment is done only if the
dividend is negative. If nullification Were not available,
we would have had to generatecode using branches.
In short, the instruction set provided by the new HP
PrecisionArchitecture is very powerful, allowing short instruction sequencesto be generatedfor many high-level
operations. Having a simplified instruction set where every
instruction executesin a single cycle frees the compilers
from having to make complicated analyses of varying instruction sequencesto seewhich is better.With HP Precision Architecture, shorter is better.
Procedure Calling Convention
When the first compiling systemswere initially brought
up on the new architecture,a traditional procedurecalling
convention was investigated.This had a frame pointer and
a top-of-stack pointer, and parameters were passed to
routines by pushing them onto the stack.Upon return, the
parameterswere popped. However, it was discoveredthat
procedure calls could be performed even more efficiently
with a new procedure calling convention.
Under the new convention,the registersarenow divided
into three classes:the coller-sorzes,
the collee-soves.and

the linkoge registers. The called routine is free to modify
the caller-save registers with no overhead, but must save
and restore any registers it uses in the callee-saveset. If a
routine is simple and does not use many registers, the
overhead in making a procedure call is often only a few
instructions. There is no pointer to the previous frame, nor
are parameters pushed and popped as on conventional
machines. The first four parametersare passedin registers,
If there are more parameters,these are placed into an area
on the stack allocated once at the beginning of the calling
procedure.
In addition, a special class of routines has been developed with an even more streamlined calling convention.
These routines are called Millicode and they are designed
to implement more complex operations that are done frequently by programs.Someof theseroutines, Iike the multiplication routine, conespond to machine instructions implemented by microcode on other machines. In general,
these routines are only allowed to modify a very small
number of registers (typically 4 to 6j. The compilers know
which few registers can be modified by each Millicode call
and can arrange to have those registers free, while using
other registers (including some caller-save registers) to
store temporary intermediate results. Since these routines
use so few registers,the compilers can almost always generate code that calls them without having to do any extra
saving and restoring of registers.Also, the linkage registers
required to call and return from Millicode routines are
different than for normal routines. This enables routines
that only call Millicode and not other normal routines to
have even less overhead, since they are not required to
store their linkage information.
Complex Operations
One of the most enduring criticisms of RISCarchitectures
is that they are unable to handle complex operations efficiently. Critics often suggest that applications that rely
upon a high percentageof complex operationswill execute
slowly, suffer from excessivecode size, or both. In part
becauseof the RISC extensions provided with HP Precision
Architecture, we have experiencedthe opposite.HP Precision Architecture machines running the most popular
COBOL processorbenchmarksoutperform their CISCcounterparts by a factor of 1.3 to 4.2, abcve and beyond differencesin the machines'respectiveMIPS rates(seepage35).
Furthermore, this performanceis achieved using 15% to
30% fewer in-line instructions.
The reasonfor this successlies in the elegantpartnership
of custom in-line code sequencesand Millicode. Together
they form a solid foundation for the somewhat paradoxical
assertion that complex operations can benefit more from
architectures that concentrate on fast simple operations
than from those that concentrate on fast complex operations.
To understand the HP Precision Architecture complex
operation solution, we must first understandthe problems
of generatingcode to perform a complex operation.For the
purpose of this discussion,a complex operation is a task
that requires three or more of a machine's most basic instructions to complete. Some obvious and very important
examples of complex operations are byte moves, string
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comparisons, and decimal arithmetic.
In traditional complex instruction set computers (CISC),
every machine instruction is performed by the execution
of a corresponding microcode program.The microcode programs are made up of microinstructions-the instructions
that the actual hardware executes.In a sense,CISC systems
are really computers inside of computers. HP Precision
Architecture has eliminated the outer simulated computer,
providing for the direct execution of its machine instructions. From this point of view, HP Precision Architecture
machine instructions can be thought of as roughly equivalent to CISC microinstructions. The reasonfor elimination
of the outer computer is simple. There is a fixed overhead
associatedwith the simulation of the CISCouter computer
on the CISC inner computer. For simple instructions this
interpretive overheadcan account for more than the amount
of time actually spent performing the operation. HP Precision Architecture has streamlined simple operations by
eliminating this overhead.
For complex operations, however, the story changes.The
CISCoverheadis relatively fixed. Complex operationsoften
require the execution of dozens or hundreds of microinstructions. Thus, the overheadbecomesinsignificant. Similarly, the advance HP Precision Architecture gains by
eliminating overhead also becomes insignificant for complex operations. Given only this information, it would seem
that the critics are correct, and that RISClike architectures
face a serious complex operation performance problem
when competing head-to-headwith CISC systems.
A Closer Look
The conclusion that RISC-like systems are inherently
slower than CISC systemsfor complex operations rests on
the assumption that RISC-Io-CISCMIPS ratios are invalid.
As the argument goes,it is assumedthat more RISCinstructions are required to perform a complex operation than
CISC instructions, and therefore, a RISCMIPS is worth less
than a CISCMIPS. This assumption,however,is not necessarily correct.
Early in the development of HP Precision Architecture
complex operation code generation,selectedCISC microcode programs were carefully examined. One important
characteristic quickly stood out: microcode programs for
many types of complex operations spend a large amount
of time calculating and interpreting information at run time
that compilers knew at compile time. Under a CISCsystem,
this information is lost becausea compiler cannot transmit
it through the instruction set to microcode. Becausemicrocode program spaceis scarceand expensive,there is typically only a single CISC instruction per class of complex
operations.For example,a CISCsystemmay have one string
comparison instruction, one decimal addition instruction,
etc. The microcode programs associatedwith these instructions must therefore be capable of handling all situations
and must typically make worst-case assumptions. A compiler may know, for example, that the source and target of
a byte move do not overlap, but in a CISC system the microcode would have to determine this at run time.
The obvious solution for the speedproblem is to exploit
all available compile-time information to eliminate the interpretive overhead suffered by CISC microprograms. The
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compilers, in effect, become custom microcode program
generators. Code generation for simple operations takes
place as usual,but when a complex operationis called for,
the compiler analyzes all available compile-time information and generatesa custom, highly specific "microcode"
program that it drops in-line. Using this scheme, an HP
Precision Architecture system could perform the operation
in fewer cycles.There is, however,a seriousproblem with
this approach----codeexpansion. Genuinely optimal code
sequencesfor complex operationscould require dozensor
hundreds of HP Precision Architecture instructions. In
some situations, code size could become enormous,
perhaps to the point where any speedimprovements would
be lost in increasedcache and pagetraffic.
If code size were the only concern, then the opposite
approach is to pretend that code is being generatedfor a
CISC machine. In other words, develop a run-time library
or, ultimately, an interpreter for a compact pseudocode,
which contains one procedurefor every CISCcomplex instruction microprogram. Whenever a complex operation
needs to be performed, the compiler generatesa call to the
appropriate routine within the library. This scheme solves
the code expansion problem by reducing the in-line cost
of a complex operation to that of a procedure call, a cost
roughly comparableto the fetching and decodingcost of a
CISC instruction. Furthermore, assuming that the run-time
library is shared among all processes on a system, this
scheme eliminates stress on the memory hierarchy. This
code size solution, however, sendsus back to squareone.
Such a run-time library suffers the same interpretive overhead as CISC microcode programs.
HP Precision Architecture Solution
The ideal solution would be to combine the advantages
of the two approaches without incurring their disadvantages. The HP Precision Architecture solution comes very
close to this ideal. In brief. the HP Precision Architecture
compilers examine every complex operation and break it
down into steps.The steps in which compile-time information is either unavailableor uselessare performedby a call
to a routine within a special shared library, keeping the
code size compact. For the remaining steps the compilers
determine whether the step is interpretive or repetitive. A
repetitive step is one that can be performed in a library
routine with little or no interpretive overhead, while an
interpretive step is one that would suffer from interpretive
overhead if performed in a library routine. Interpretive
steps are performedusing custom in-line code sequences.
Repetitive steps are performed by calls to highly specific
library routines. A more precise description of the HP Precision Architecture complex code generation solution is
given in the pseudocodealgorithm of Fig. 1.
The HP Precision Architecture solution is further enhanced by the nature of its special shared library routines,
which are known as Millicode. In its simplest form, Millicode is nothing more than a seriesof instructions packaged
to look somewhatlike a procedure.A Millicode routine is
invoked by a simplified callingmechanisminwhich almost
no statesaving is required. Millicode is designedso that a
single copy can exist on a system,allowing all processes
to share it.

lF I no useful complletlmoInformatlonabouttheoporatlonls avallablsI
THEN
lF I the numberot Inslructlonsrequlrodto portormthe oporatlon]
LESSTHAN
I spoed/spacsfactor
] THENI Performtheoporatlon
entlrolyln-llneI
ELSE
itllllcods routlne]
I Generatecall to genoraFpurpose
ELSE
lF I the oporatlonls fully do3crlbodby compile-tlmeinformatlon]
THEN
lF I the numberof instructlonsrequiredto performtho oporation I LESSTHAN
lactor ] THENI Pedorm
I speed/Bpace
the opo.atlonIn-llneuslng optlmumcustomcode
$quence I
ELSE
BEGIN
I Soparateoparat]on Into repotltlvo and lntorpretlv€ stops I
FORIeech stop] DO
lF I step ls lnlerprollvoI THEN
I Performtho stop In-llneuslng optlmumcustom
code squenceI
ELSE
I Generatecalltooneofasetof hlghlyspeclficrepetitlve MllllcoderoutlnesI
END
ELSE
BEGIN
I SeparateoperatlonInto step3 In whlch usdul complletlmeIntormatlonls avallableandstepr Inwhlchusefulcomplle
tlme Informatlonls not avallablel
FORIoach siep] DO
I Considerthe step a soparatecomplexoperationand
reapplythis algorithmI
END
Fig. 1. HP Precision Architecture algorithm for complex operation code generation.

Although Millicode serves many of the functions of a
CISC machine's microcode, there is an important difference. Millicode doesn't suffer from the severe space restrictions placed upon microcode. This is particularly important for the class of complex operations in which useful
information is available at compile time, but whose custom
in-line code sequences would be too lengthy. Instead of
wasting the compile-time information, a series of Millicode
routines can be created, each tailored to a particular combination of compile-time information. Unlike a CISC system's microcode program, these special-purpose Millicode
routines can make best-case assumptions. The compiler determines the best one to call based on the available information.
A good example of the HP Precision Architecture complex operation code generation process is an eight-byte
move followed by a 2z-byte blank fill in which all alignment and length information is known at compile time.
This is a reasonably common type of operation when dealing with character strings. Following the algorithm of Fig.
1, the compiler first examines the move operation and determines that it is fully described by compile-time information, Then it finds that the code size to perform the move
is small enough, and performs the move entirely in-line
with no interpretive overhead (see Fig. 2). Next, the fill
portion is examined. Although it also is fully described by

soff = Constantoflsettostartolsource
string
toff : Constantotfsettostartof
target
dp : Registerconlainingbasepointer
LDW
LDW
STW
STW

sotf+o(dp),regl
soft+4(dp),reg2
regl,toft+o(dp)
reg2,toft+4(dp)

;
;
;
;

Pickupfirsttourbytes
Pickupn€xttourbytes
Storefirstfourbytes
Storenexlfourbytes

Fig.2. Eight-bytemove portionof a movelfilloperation.
compile-time information, the compiler decides that it
would require too many in-line instructions. Therefore,the
fill is broken down into two steps:full-word fills and partial-word fills. A 22-byte fill is really a five-word fill followed by a two-byte fill. The five-word fill step is a repetitive step, and is performed in Millicode. The two-byte step
would require interpretation at run-time if performed in
Millicode, so it is performed in-line. The generated code
sequenceis shown in Fig, 3.
In the above example, only four instructions were devoted to overhead: Ioading the address of the beginning of
the fill, loading the fill character, branching to Millicode,
and returning from Millicode.
One extremely important side benefit of the HP Precision
Architecture solution is that asmore compile-time information is retained and processed,it becomes easier to recognize special casesand take advantageof them. For example,
the incrementing of the COBOL unpacked decimal (ASCII
display) data type is typically performed in CISC systems

sotf
totf

= Constantoftsettostartofsourcestring
: Constantotlsettostartottarget

dp
blanks
MRP
8r

=
=
=
:

Regislercontainingbasepointer
Registercontaining0x20202020(all blanks)
Millicodereturnoointer
Millicodespaceregister

{ In-LineCodotorMove}

LDW
LDW
STw
STW

Fillmillicode }

. { entrypoints
. { continueto
. { $sflll-3l

sotf+o(dp),reg1
sofi+4(dp),reg2
regl,toff+qdp)
regz,toff+4(dp)

{ In-LineCodefor Flll

{

}

$$fill_7
STBYS,b,m
$$fiil_6
STBYS,b,m

ARGo,4(ARGI)
ARGo,4(ARGI)

ssflll_5
LDO tott+8(dp),ARGl
BLE i$llll5(ar,0)
COPY blanks,ARco
sTH ARGo,o(ARGl)

STBYS,b,m ARGo,4(ARGl)
$sfill_4
STBYS,b,m ARGo,4(ARGI)
$$filr-3
STBYS,b,m ARGo,4(ARGI)
ssfilrJ
STBYS,b,m ARGo,4(ARGI)
t$lill_1
BE
0(0,mRP)
STBYS,b,m ARGo,4(ARGI)

Fig.3. Complete movelfill code sequence.
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by converting to packed decimal, doing the normal decimal
addition, and then converting back to unpacked decimal.
On HP Precision systems,the compilers recognize that in
the typical case no carry will be generated and only the
least-significant digit of the number will have to be altered.
It then becomes possible to generateextremely fast code
sequences to perform the operation (see Fig. 4). In one
COBOL processorbenchmark,an HP PrecisionArchitecture
machine outperformed its CISC counterpart at unpacked
decimal incrementing by a factor of 7, above and beyond
MIPS rate differences.
Among the special casesrecognized by the first generation of HP Precision Architecture optimizing compilers are:
r Unpacked decimal equality comparison. Compare the
least-significant digits in-line. If they are not equal, the
operation is complete. Otherwise, complete the comparison in a highly specific Millicode routine.
r Unpacked decimal rounding. Compare the digit to be
rounded with the constant 5 in-line. If it is less than 5.
simply truncate. Otherwise, perform the special display
increment on the following digit and then truncate.
r Unpacked decimal multiplication by power of t0. Simply shift the number.
r Unpacked decimal division by power of L0. Simply shift
the number.
r Unpacked decimal remainder by power of 10. Truncate
or shift the number.
r Unpacked decimal multiplication by a small constant.
Turn into a series of possibly scaled additions.
r Unpacked decimal decrement.Sameas unpacked decimal increment.
r Unpacked decimal addition of constant. Prebiasthe constant at compile time and use a special-purpose display
addition Millicode routine.
r String comparison. Compare one to four of the leading

strcff
tablel
tabl€2
slgn
xslgn
sr

=
:
=
=
:
:

ao"
LDO
LDBX
coMlB,<>
STB
LDO
BLE
LOI
alLdone

Constantoftsetto sign digitot 4-digitunpackeddecimalitem
Registercontainingpointerto baseoJset of translationtables
Registertoholdpointertoincrementtable
Registertoholdoriginalsigndigit
Registertoholdincrementedsign digil
Millicodespaceregister

sbotf(dp),slgn
inc_ofl3et(tablel),table2
slgn(table2),xslgn
o,xslgn, all_dono
xslgn,sboff(dp)
sbof(dp),ARc0
$lDginc-cont(sr,0)
4,ARGi

; Loadsign digit
; Getpointerto incrementtable
; Translate/incrementsigndigit
; Branchover millicallil no carry
i Storeincrementedsigndigit
; Get pointerto sign digil
; Continueincrementin Millicode
;PassMillicodelengthol4

Fig.4. Unpacked decimal increment code sequence.
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bytes of the two strings in-line. If they are not equal, the
operation is complete. Otherwise, finish the operation
using a special-purpose Millicode routine.
r Byte move in which target address : source address +
1. Turn operation into fill,
The exploitation of special casesis really just an extension of the overall HP Precision Architecture complex operation solution. The code sequencesfor thesespecial cases
combine the quest for performing no unnecessary work
with the RISC philosophy of tuning for the most common
cases.
A legitimate question to ask, however, is "Why couldn't
this same strategy be used by CISC systems?" The answer
takes us back to the beginning-fast simple operations. The
HP Precision Architecture complex operation solution
picks up its performance improvements by using compiletime information to generatecustom in-line code sequences
and to select highly specific Millicode routines. Both the
in-line sequencesand the Millicode are composed of the
fast simple operation building blocks provided by HP Precision Architecture. If a CISC were to attempt to build the
same mechanism out of its regular instruction building
blocks, the combined overhead incurred would quickly
outweigh the advantagesof using compile-time information.
Compiler Performance Measurements
To compare the relationship of compilers and computer
architectures of different machines accurately, it is first
necessaryto factor out differencesin the machines'raw
speed. To compute the following performance ratios, the
elapsed time required to perform each benchmark on a
particular machine was multiplied by that machine's MIPS
rate. For example, if machine A is rated at 2 MIPS and
executes a benchmark in 20 seconds, its adjusted time
would be 40 seconds. If machine B, rated at 3 MIPS, performs the samebenchmark in 10 seconds,its adjusted time
would be 30 seconds.We could then say that the compiler/
architecture combination of machine B outperforms that
of machine A by a factor of 1.33 (40/30),aboveand beyond
differences in the machines' MIPS ratios.
In the following table, performance ratios gteater than 1
suggest that the HP Precision Architecture/compiler relationship is more efficient than its CISC counterpart.
Becausethe HP Precision Architecture code generation
strategy calls for custom code sequenceswhich depend on
many factors, the performance ratios for a single type of
complex operation can vary widely from one specific example to another. Each item in this table represents a class
of operations. The compiler performance ratios were generatedby comparing an HP Precision Architecture machine
with representativeCISCmachines from HP and other manufacturers.

Compller
Performance
Ratio

Moves/Fills
Shortmove (-10 bytes)
Long move (-80 bytes)
Shortfill (-10bytes)
Longfill (-80bytes)
Averagemove/fill

2.7
0.6
7.2
0.5
7.4
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Unpacked decimal addition
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Multiplication
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1.5
1.3

64-bit integer multiplication
Packeddecimal multiplication
Packeddecimal multiplication
with digitvalidation
Subscripting
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Viewpoints

A Viewpointon Calculus
Panelof the American
to the Mathematics
Presented
for the Advancement
of Scienceon
Association
April5, 1986
by ZvonkoFazarinc

T IS MY BELIEF that the teaching of infinitesimal calculus is
I
creating serious problems for science and mathematics educaI
I
tion at every level. It is also affecting our research and industrial organizations in a negative sense. For both these reasons it
is essential that we make drastic changes in the teaching of calculus, match it to the needs of the modern world, and equip our
future scientists with the necessary problem solving skills'*
Consider this:
The relatively long mathematical maturation period that must
precede the introduction of calculus pushes it into the late secondary levels or even college. (More than half of the high schools in
our nation are no longer teaching it because of the shortage of
qualified science and mathematics teachers.)
The physics instruction is tied very closely to the calculus and
hence the teaching of physics is also pushed out in time. As a
consequence, many precious early school years, characterized by
extreme knowledge acquisition rates, are being lost for physics
and other sciences relying on calculus.
The ever increasing mass of new knowledge that needs to be
taught at the higher levels calls for more introductory college material to be pushed back into the secondary schools. This is contrary
to the current trend characterized by the declining ability of science instructors to teach abstract subjects. These include even the
elementary physics, which is very simple in concepts but has been
unnecessarily "abstractized" by the calculus.
When the calculus finally gets taught, its limitations are rarely
discussed, and when encountered, are often dismissed as special
cases. The myth of calculus' power propagates into our research
and industrial organizations and is responsible for considerable
loss of time in fruitless attempts to apply it to real-life scientific
or engineering problems. This statement is based on my own observations of above average scientists in the R&D environment.
The fact is that we cannot solve algebraic equations of order higher
than four. Consequently, we cannot solve differential equations
of order higher than four either. Furthermore, we can solve only
a handful of very special nonlinear differential equations. It is
t}lerefore fair to say that calculus is only applicable to linear probIems of order four or less. That Ieaves out the vast maioritv of all
interesting problems.
Regardless of how unpopular the view presented here may seem,
it merits a thorough scrutiny by this panel. And here are some
suggestions for change.
We must recognize that we live in a computer era. Almost as a
rule, we submit our closed-form solutions derived with or without
the use of calculus to the computer for evaluation, plotting, or
some other transformation. But we must also recognize that mod' I wish to explain that my views have evolved through many years ol elation over the
beautyof infinitesimalcalculus,which I practiced with enthusiasm,to a nagging realization
lhat in real problem solving situationsI had to resort to other more mundane methods. lt
is only in the last couple of years that I have masteredthe courage to voice my opinion in
onlyto encountera religious
a circleof trustedtriendsat first,and laterat smallgatherings,
adherence to calculus. Neverlheless,in open discussionsthe initial shock usually gave
way to an agreementwith the views presented herein.
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Fig. 1. Thepresent method of teaching the physics of simple
motion.

ern computers are capable of doing a great deal more than that.
They can accept and then apply the fundamental laws of physics
to a variety of problems. They can make realistic predictions of
the behavior of nonlinear, highest-order systems, and they have
become significant problem solvers for academia and industry.
Industry today commits hundreds of thousands of dollars to production of a single integrated circuit, the performance of which
has only been predicted by a computer simulation.
In all of these impressive successesno closed-formsolutions
are being used. We should therefore teach our future generations
not to strive for closed-form solutions at all, but to accept the fact
that we are unable to produce them for the majority of useful
cases.As an alternative, we would teach children at an early age
how to pose the problem to the computer. This is not to say that
we teach them programming. We teach them how to cast the problem into the form understood by the computer. (Programmingwill
be second-natureto future generationsbecauseof the prevalence
of computers and advancesin highJevel programming languages.
Already today there are over one million computers in public
schoolsin the U.S.A.)
To put it even more bluntly, let us not teach our youngsters
how to derive a differential equation that we cannot solve anyway
and the computer does not understand. Teach them instead how
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In realityD : D(x).Then:
is alreadya simplification.
Fig.2. How we gotwhere we are today by forcing the limit.
to express the problem in the finite difference form. This makes
the problem ready for a direct computer solution, in most cases
with immediate graphic feedback.At the sametime, this approach
circumvents the pitfalls of complex derivations and removes the
abstraction of infinitesimal calculus from the problem.
We could start teaching physics much earlier, since only elementary algebrais needed to support finite differences.We should be
able to cover more science fundamentals and would provide the
extra college time that is so badly needed to meet the job requirements of the modern world. We can start teaching physics with
scientific honesty. We no longer need to ignore friction, air resistance, nonhomogeneity of media, and other "complications" the
infinitesimal calculus cannot deal with----complications that are
all around us and that keep reminding us that our solutions are
a mere shadow of the truth. Let us remove the crutch we use when
the observations do not match our predictions. Let us use instead
the mathematical tool that has no excuses.This can only make
our future generations more honest about their findings.
These points are illustrated by the two examples that follow.
Fig. 1 shows the present method of teaching the physics of
simple motion. It points out the breakdown of infinitesimal calculus even for the simplest case of friction. Fig. 2 shows how we

As: vAt

av: fiat

: s(t)+v(t)at
s(t+At)

: v1t;+fiat
v(t+At)

aC(x,t)
at

Fig. 4. The presentmethodof formulatingdiffusionproblems.
got to where we are today by forcing the Iimit on the finite difference formulation. Fig. 3 illustrates how by going to the original
difference description we regain control over nonlinear casesand
obtain at the same time the computer-understood formulation of
the problem. Note how the implicitness of time in the computer
iargon simplifies the notation.
Fig. 4 illustrates the same point for the caseof diffusion, which
requires a partial differential description. Nonhomogeneousmedia
are excluded from the solution domain becauseof the limitations
of infinitesimal calculus. Fig. 5 shows how we have abandoned
the elegant Einstein's finite difference formulation of the problem
for the partial differential equation, which we can solve only for
a few trivial cases.Finally, Fig. 6 shows how by going back to the
original difference description we are able to overcomethe limitations and avail ourselves of the formulation that is easily understood by the computer and by the human. Noteworthy is the reduction of the degreeof theformulabecause of the implicitness of time.
It goes without saying that the finite difference calculus has its
own problems, also. The numerical instabilities of discrete integration formulas, the errors arising from finite sampling intervals,
and time-consuming computations in the presenceof widely separated eigenvalues are.just some of them. There is no doubt that

ooo
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dD(x)-aC(x,t) , ^,._. -a2c(x,t)
Tu(xi
dx
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axz

C(x,t)

C(x + Ax,t)

Equalchancep that a fractionof C moves left or right:

C(x,t+At): pc(x-Ax,t)+pc(x+Ax,t)+(1 -2p)C(x,t)
Fora relativistic
massmovingin the presenceof lriction,definethe
f rictioncoefficientk andvo,so,Fo,and mo.Thenexecutethefollowing
for each time step At:
tr
v:v+*At

At- 0
s-s*vAt

F:Fo-kv2
Ax+0

r . .o,r./jr-*frc{

/
^\
aC(x,t)= rrmloAt' ; o'ctl,tl
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Fig. 3. Gorng back to the original difference description
brings nonlinear casesunder controland formulatesthe problem for comoutet solution.

v

At,

dx'

Fig. 5. How we abandoned Einstein'sdifterence formulation
of the diffusion problem by forcing limits.
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C(x,t+ At) : C(x,t)+ p[C(x- Ax,t)+ C(x+ Ax,t)- zo(x,t)]
In computerjargon:
C(x)= 61t;* o(c(x- 1)+ c(x+ 1)-2C(x))
For variablediffusivityand arbitraryinitialconditionC(x,O)detine
P(x): D(x-Axl2)LVLx2for all valuesof x between0 and N. Then
executethe followingfor eachtimestepAt:
forx=0toN
C ( x ): C ( x ) + p ( x ) [ C (1x)-- C ( x ) ] + p ( x1+) [ C ( x1+) - C ( x ) ]
over'
description
Fig.6. Gorngbacktotheoriginaldifference
comesthe limitations.
goodresearch
is neededto scrutinizethefinite differencecalculus,
in particularthe partial domain.We shouldneverfind ourselves

glossing over the limitations of discrete mathematics but should
courageously point them out. Despite these problems, the finite
difference approachto problem solving opensthe way to the majority of casesthat the infinitesimal calculus leaves stranded.
What about the future of infinitesimal calculus? I believe that
it will remain a researchtool for the limited set of problems it can
handle. It should be taught as a special case of finite difference
calculus but much less time should be devoted to it. It does not
have to be addresseduntil the college level, when the readiness
for abstraction has been developed. This will remove the burden
from secondary-levelteacherswho, like students,will have a much
easier time dealing with finite differences. They will also be able
to teach physics on more concretegrounds and will likely improve
the quality of science instruction all around. The removal of the
abstractionsintroduced by the infinitesimal calculus could significantly compensatefor the declining number of qualified science
instructors. The substitution of discrete calculus for the infinitesimal would also beneficially affect the students' dropout rate, computer literacy, and problem solving skills in general.
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